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Abstract

Optical satellite imagery contain in many cases clouds and cloud shadows, so that an
automated classification of objects on the Earth’s surface is difficult. Therefore, on
the one hand, it is important to create a good cloud and cloud shadow map and, on
the other hand, to correct the shadow areas in such a way that a classification via the
spectral properties of the objects is uniformly possible. Of course, this also includes
the process of atmospheric correction of the optical satellite image data. Especially
for land applications the amount of scenes with usable data is of high importance
due to the exact timing being significant (crop yield estimation) or because the scene
is not free-of-charge and one has to pay for the next acquisition if the current one
contains cloud shadow over the location of interest.

The masking of clouds, cloud shadows, water and snow/ice in optical satellite
imagery is therefore an essential step in automated processing chains.

Furthermore the exact masking of cloud shadows is a very important task prior to
the removal of cloud shadows. Due to the Earth having an annual cloud covera-
ge of approximately 70%, the contamination of multi-spectral satellite imagery is
inevitable and scientist will have to work with and around this shortcoming.

For this study, the satellite data from the Sentinel-2 mission is used which provides
a five day revisit time at the equator. The swath width of a Sentinel-2 scene is 290
km and the data is acquired in 13 bands with a spatial resolution of 10 m, 20 m and
60 m. For a first comparison of available masking codes, Function of mask (Fmask),
ATCOR and the scene classification of Sen2Cor are evaluated. All three masking
codes use rules that are based on the physical properties such as the Top of Atmo-

sphere Reflectance (TOA) in order to differentiate clear pixels from cloud pixels.
For the prediction of cloud shadows, the sensor view angle and solar illumination
geometry are used.

Furthermore, a special focus is set on the correct and automatic detection of cloud
shadows. A new method for cloud shadow detection in multi-spectral satellite
images is proposed and compared to current methods. This method is based on
the evaluation of Thresholds, Indices and Projections.

Following the detection of cloud shadows, an improved cloud shadow removal al-
gorithm is presented for high spatial resolution optical satellite data over land. It is
based on the Matched Filter method which calculates the covariance matrix and a
corresponding zero-reflectance matched filter vector. The new cloud shadow map is
added to the removal of cloud shadows as well as further evaluations performed on
the shadow function to improve the removal algorithm.



Zusammenfassung

Optische Satellitenbilddaten enthalten in vielen Fällen Wolken und Wolkenschat-
ten, sodass eine automatisierte Klassifizierung der Objekte auf der Erdoberfläche
erschwert ist. Daher ist es auf der einen Seite wichtig eine gute Wolken- und Wol-
kenschattenmaske zu erstellen und auf der anderen Seite möglichst die Schattenbe-
reiche so zu korrigieren, dass eine Klassifizierung über die spektralen Eigenschaften
der Objekte einheitlich möglich wird. Dazu gehört natürlich auch der Prozess der
Atmosphärenkorrektur der optischen Satellitenbilddaten. Insbesondere für Landan-
wendungen ist die Anzahl der Szenen mit verwertbaren Daten von großer Bedeu-
tung, da der genaue Zeitpunkt von Bedeutung ist (Schätzung von Ernteerträgen)
oder weil die Szene nicht kostenlos ist und man für die nächste Erfassung bezahlen
muss, wenn die aktuelle Erfassung Wolkenschatten über dem interessierenden Ort
enthält.

Die Maskierung von Wolken, Wolkenschatten, Wasser und Schnee/Eis in optischen
Satellitenbilddaten ist daher ein wesentlicher Schritt in automatisierten Verarbei-
tungsketten.

Darüber hinaus ist die genaue Maskierung von Wolkenschatten eine sehr wichti-
ge Aufgabe vor der Entfernung von Wolkenschatten. Da die Erde eine jährliche
Wolkenbedeckung von ca. 70% aufweist, ist die Verunreinigung von multispektra-
len Satellitenbilddaten unvermeidlich, und die Wissenschaftler müssen mit diesem
Manko arbeiten und es umgehen.

Für diese Studie werden die Satellitendaten der Sentinel-2-Mission verwendet,
die eine fünftägige Wiederholungszeit am Äquator bietet. Die Schwadbreite einer
Sentinel-2-Szene beträgt 290 km und die Daten werden in 13 Bändern mit einer
räumlichen Auflösung von 10 m, 20 m und 60 m erfasst. Für einen ersten Vergleich
der verfügbaren Maskierungscodes, Function of mask (Fmask), ATCOR und die
Szenenklassifizierung von Sen2Cor ausgewertet. Alle drei Maskierungscodes ver-
wenden Regeln, die auf den physikalischen Eigenschaften wie dem Top of Atmos-

phere Reflectance (TOA) beruhen, um klare Pixel von Wolkenpixeln zu unterschei-
den. Für die Vorhersage von Wolkenschatten werden der Blickwinkel des Sensors
und die Geometrie der Sonneneinstrahlung verwendet.

Darüber hinaus wird ein besonderer Schwerpunkt auf die korrekte und automati-
sche Erkennung von Wolkenschatten gelegt. Es wird eine neue Methode zur Erken-
nung von Wolkenschatten in multispektralen Satellitenbilddaten vorgeschlagen und
mit aktuellen Methoden verglichen. Diese Methode basiert auf der Auswertung von
Schwellenwerten, Indizes und Projektionen.
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Nach der Erkennung von Wolkenschatten wird ein verbesserter Algorithmus zur
Entfernung von Wolkenschatten für hochauflösende optische Satellitendaten über
Land vorgestellt. Er basiert auf der Matched-Filter-Methode, die die Kovarianzma-
trix und einen entsprechenden Null-Reflexions-Matched-Filter-Vektor berechnet.
Die neue Wolkenschattenkarte wird zur Entfernung von Wolkenschatten hinzuge-
fügt, und es werden weitere Bewertungen der Schattenfunktion durchgeführt, um
den Entfernungsalgorithmus zu verbessern.
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1 Introduction

The Earth has an annual cloud coverage of approximately 70%. Therefore, satellite
imagery is frequently contaminated by low and medium altitude water clouds as
well as by high-altitude cirrus clouds in the upper troposphere and in the stratos-
phere. Such a high cloud coverage in multi-spectral satellite images, as for example
given by Sentinel-2, can be seen as a negative effect on many remote sensing tasks.
This inevitable contamination limits the ability of a continuous observation of a lo-
cation on the Earth and degrades the information that can be extracted from a scene.
This means, that scientists have to find ways to work around or with the presence of
clouds and cloud shadows.

For optical remote sensing of the Earth’s surface, clouds and their shadows have
always been a major disadvantage, since a lot of remote sensing applications are
impacted by their presence and require clear sky pixels as input. These applications
involve, for example, image classification, the calculation of surface reflectance or
land surface temperature, vegetation indices, etc. Atmospheric correction and land
cover classification depend on an accurate cloud map. In addition, maps of water
and snow/ice are also indispensable in many applications, i.e. mapping of glaciers
and water bodies.

Especially for land applications the amount of scenes with usable data is of high
importance. For example because the timing is important (crop yield estimation) or
because the scene is not free-of-charge and one has to pay for the next acquisition if
the current one contains cloud shadow over the location of interest. The customer of
such applications might be interested to determine the ground properties, or use the
cloud and cloud shadow free image for geological applications and crop monitoring
tasks. Therefore, the correct and exact masking of clouds and cloud shadows is an
important preprocessing step for atmospheric correction and also required for the
shadow removal of multi-spectral imagery.

Cloud screening is applied to the data in order to retrieve accurate atmospheric
and surface parameters as input for further processing steps, either the Atmospheric
Correction (AC) itself or higher-level processing such as mosaicking, time-series
analysis, or estimation of bio-geophysical parameters. However, a fully automatic
detection of these classes is not an easy task, due to the high reflectance variabili-
ty of earth surfaces. For instance, bright desert surfaces or urban structures can be
misclassified as cloud or opposite and shadow surfaces as water. A class assignment
for mixed pixels (e.g., semi-transparent cloud over snow) can be problematic becau-
se they don’t have a spectral signature which clearly belongs to a class.This together
will decrease the classification accuracy and shows the need for a performance as-
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sessment of classification algorithms.

Several methods of shadow detection have been published over the past years. Most
of these methods are applied in the field of computer vision. In remote sensing
images, the detection of clouds and their cloud shadows is mostly evaluated with
complex multistage processes. But some satellite sensors do not have enough spec-
tral information to properly select appropriate thresholds for cloud shadow detection
that will hold for a variety of images.

This proves how important it is nowadays to have a correct masking of clouds and
cloud shadows as preprocessing step for atmospheric correction and shadow remo-
val of multi-spectral imagery. Hence, in the past years, more and more cloud and
cloud shadow detection and removal approaches have been developed and used to
enable various applications.

1.1 Scope of the Dissertation
The objective is the development of an operational method for cloud shadow remo-
val in high spatial resolution (10 – 30 m) optical satellite imagery. The emphasis is
on multispectral data (Landsat-8 and Sentinel2), but hyperspectral data should al-
so be tested (DESIS, EnMAP, high altitude 20-km AVIRIS). The first step is an
efficient shadow detection algorithm, followed by shadow removal. The current
state-of-the-art methods are based on interactive steps not appropriate for automa-
ted processing chains. Current alternative methods use multi-temporal datasets and
replace shadow areas in a scene with the corresponding parts of a cloud-free scene.
This approach has limitations for long time series with large cloud coverage during
harvest time or vegetation growth periods, where interpolation in time should not
be applied. Therefore, an operational shadow removal method is also needed for
mono-temporal scenes.

This thesis is focused on the cloud shadow detection and removal for high spatial
resolution optical satellite data. This goal is accomplished by tackling three specific
objectives:

1. Objective 1: Evaluation and comparison of Masking Algorithms for Sentinel-
Imagery

2. Objective 2: Development of an automated algorithm for Cloud Shadow De-
tection

3. Objective 3: Development of an operational method for Cloud shadow remo-
val for high spatial resolution optical satellite data
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1.2 Guidelines for Reading
The thesis is a cumulative dissertation which is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the fundamental knowledge of atmospheric cor-
rection, especially cloud and cloud shadow detection, related to this thesis and sum-
marizes the state-of-the-art.

Chapter 3 describes the comparison of three different masking algorithm for atmo-
spheric correction and represents a peer-reviewed journal paper:

1. Zekoll Viktoria, Main-Knorn Magdalena, Louis Jerome, Frantz David, Rich-
ter Rudolf, Pflug Bringfried. (2021). Comparison of Masking Algorithms for
Sentinel-2 Imagery. Remote Sensing. 13. 137. 10.3390/rs13010137.

Chapter 4 presents the results obtained from the evaluation of a new automated
algorithm for cloud shadow detection. This chapter represents the following peer-
reviewed journal:

1. Zekoll Viktoria, Reyes Raquel, Richter, Rudolf. (2022). A Newly Developed
Algorithm for Cloud Shadow Detection—TIP Method. Remote Sensing. 14.
2922. 10.3390/rs14122922.

Chapter 5 proposes an improved method for cloud shadow removal in optical satel-
lite imagery. It is based on the Matched Filter method with new additions introdu-
ced and incoorporates the cloud shadow map presented in Chapter 4. The chapter
represents the following submitted paper:

1. Submitted: Viktoria Zekoll. Cloud shadow removal for optical satellite data

Chapter 6 discusses and concludes the cumulative dissertation and gives an outlook
on possible future work.
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2 Background

The shadow is the greatest teacher

for how to come to the light

Ram Dass

Very Basic Concept

2.0.1 Preprocessing of Earth Observation data: Radiometry
Preprocessing of the data arriving at the sensor is a step that is fundamental before
being able to start with the primary analysis or processing. In digital analysis such
preprocessing operations could for example be

1. radiometric preprocessing

2. geometric preprocessing

Radiometric processing helps to adjust the digital values for effects of a hazy atmo-
sphere and geometric preprocessing brings an image into registration with a map
or another image. Hence, preprocessing steps improve the image quality for further
analysis. It must still be noted that the image data is altered during preprocessing.
Hence, even though these changes might seem beneficial, artifacts can be created.
[4]

2.0.2 Geometric and Radiometric errors
When image data is recorded by a sensor on satellites and aircraft it can contain
errors. These are referred to as radiometric errors and geometric errors.

Radiometric errors are errors in the measured brightness values of the pixels. They
result from the instrumentation used to record data of the wavelength dependence
of solar radiation and from the effects of the atmosphere.

Geometric errors arise from the relative motions of the platform, non-idealities in
the sensors themselves, the curvature of the earth and uncontrolled variations in the
position and from velocity and attitude of the remote sensing platform.[4]

Instrumentation Radiometric Errors
Radiometric distortion can be an effect of mechanisms that affect the measured
brightness values of the pixels in an image. The distortion of brightness over an
image in a given band can be different from that in the ground scene. Furthermore,
the relative brightness of a single pixel from band to band can be distorted compared
with the spectral reflectance character of the corresponding region on the ground.
Both types of distortion result from the presence of atmosphere as a transmission
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medium through which radiation must travel from its source to the sensors. It can
also be the result of instrumentation effects.[4]

Sources of Radiometric Distortion
If the radiation detected is ideal, then it should be linear. But real detectors have
some degree of non-linearity. There can also be a small signal out, even when no
radiation is coming in. This is known as dark current and is the result of residual
electronic noise present in the detector at any temperature other than absolute zero.
In remote sensing, dark current is known as detector offset. The slope of the detector
curve is called its gain. Figure 2.1 shows the transfer characteristics of a detector.
The left image (Figure2.1 a) shows an ideal radiation detector, hence a linear radia-
tion detector transfer characteristic. The right image (Figure 2.1 b) demonstrates the
hypothetical mismatches in detector characteristics.[4]

Abbildung 2.1: Transfer characteristics of a detector. a) ideal radiation detector. b)
hypothetical mismatches in detector. [4]

Correcting Instrumentation Errors
Errors in relative brightness can be rectified using the following steps: It is first ass-
umed that the detectors used for data acquisition in each band produce statistically
similar signals to one another. Then the means and standard deviations are com-
puted for the recorded signals by each of the detectors over the full scene. These
should almost be the same and requires the assumption that statistical detail within
a band does not change significantly over a distance equivalent to that of one scan
covered by the set of the detectors. This is usually a reasonable assumption in terms
of the means and standard deviations of pixel brightness. [4]

1. Striping is a radiometric error that arises in optical/mechanical scanners. This
error appears as a horizontal banding caused by small differences in the sen-
sitivity within the sensor. Within a given band, such differences appear on
images as banding where individual scan lines exhibit unusually brighter or
darker brightness values that contrast with the background brightness of the
normal detectors. Sensor mismatches of this type can be corrected by calcu-
lating pixel mean brightness and standard deviation using lines of image data
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known to come from a single detector. The correction of radiometric mismat-
ches among the detectors can then be carried out by adopting one sensor as
a standard and adjusting the brightness of all pixels recorded by each other
detectors. This is called destriping and refers to the application of algorithms
to adjust incorrect brightness values to values thought to be near the correct
values. The destriping algorithms identify the values generated by the defec-
tive detectors by searching for lines that are noticeably brighter or darker than
the lines in the remainder of the scene. Then the corrected values for the bad
lines are estimated by either local averaging or histogram normalization. In
the first strategy, pixels in the defective line are replaced with an average of
values of neighboring pixels in adjacent lines. The second strategy of histo-
gram normalization accumulates data from all lines at intervals of six lines (in
the case of Landsat MSS). The histogram for defective detectors displays an
average different from the others. A correction shifts the values for the defec-
tive lines to match the positions for the other lines within the image. Figure
2.2 is a schematic representation of the two destriping strategies.

2. The correction of lost lines of data or lost pixels can also be carried out by
averaging over the neighboring pixels. This is called infilling and uses the
lines on either side for line drop outs or the set of surrounding pixels for pixel
drop outs.

Abbildung 2.2: Two strategies of destripping for the correction of radiometric
mismatches among the detectors. a) Defective line is identified with an array of

pixels. b) Local averaging. c) Histogram normalization.[4]
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2.0.3 Radiometric Preprocessing
Radiometric preprocessing influences the brightness values of an image to correct
for sensor malfunctions or to adjust the values to compensate for atmospheric de-
gradation. Any sensor that observes the Earth’s surface using visible or near visible
radiation will record a mixture of two kinds of brightnesses:

1. the brightness derived from the Earth’s surface, which is of interest for remote
sensing

2. the brightness of the atmosphere itself, so the effects of atmospheric scattering

This means that an observed digital brightness value can result of part surface re-
flectance and part atmospheric scattering. The ability to distinguish between the
two brightnesses is one objective of atmospheric correction. Hence, to identify and
separate these two components.[4]

2.0.4 Solar Curve and the Effect of the Atmosphere
The surface material reflectance spectrum encounters distortion by the spectral de-
pendence of the solar curve and the effect of the atmosphere. This is demonstrated
in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.3a shows the detection of the solar curve from a perfectly
reflecting surface in the absence of an atmosphere. In Figure 2.3 b we see the effect
of the atmosphere on detecting the solar curve and in Figure 2.3 c the detection of
the real spectrum distortion by the atmosphere and the solar curve is demonstrated.

Compensation for the Solar Radiation Curve
The wavelength dependence of the radiation falling on the Earth’s surface can be
compensated by assuming that the Sun is an ideal black body. Most radiometric
correction procedures compensate for the solar curve using the actual wavelength
dependence above the atmosphere. The common measured solar spectral irradiance
of the sun above the earth’s atmosphere over the wavelength range is shown in
Figure 2.4.[4]

2.0.5 Preprocessing operations
There are three main categories for preprocessing operations to correct for atmos-
pheric degradation:

Preprocessing operations: Radiative Transfer Code
Radiative transfer code (RTC) computer models are procedures that permit the ob-
served brightnesses to be adjusted to approximate true values. This enables to im-
prove the image quality and accuracy’s of analyses. The RTC models the physical
process of scattering at the level of individual particles and molecules. Even though
the model having many advantages with respect to rigor, accuracy and applicability,
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Abbildung 2.3: Solar Curve and effect of the atmosphere. a) solar curve from
perfectly reflecting surface without atmosphere. b) solar curve from perfectly

reflecting surface with atmosphere. c) real spectrum distorted by atmosphere and
solar curve.[4]

it also comes with one significant disadvantage: RTC are often complex and require
detailed in situ data to be acquired simultaneously with the image and/or satellite
data describing the atmospheric column at the time and place of acquisition of an
image.[4]

Preprocessing operations: Image-based Atmospheric Correction
Image-based atmospheric correction is another approach that examines spectra of
objects of known or assumed brightness which is recorded by multi-spectral image-
ry. It relies on the basic principles of atmospheric scattering: scattering is related to
wavelength, sizes of atmospheric particles and their abundances. hence, if a known
target is observed using a set of multi-spectral measurements, the relationships bet-
ween values in separate bands can give atmospheric effects. This strategy can be im-
plemented by identifying a very dark object or feature within the scene. This object
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Abbildung 2.4: Solar spectral irradiance of the sun above the Earth’s atmosphere
vs. wavelength range. [4]

can be a large water body or shadows cast by clouds or large topographic features.
In the infrared part of the spectrum, water bodies and shadows have brightness at
or very near zero. Hence, analysing the histograms of the digital values for a scene
in such areas shows that the lowest values are not zero but some larger value. This
value typically differs from one band to the next.[4]

Preprocessing operations: Dark Object Subtraction
It is assumed that the lowest non zero values represent the contribution from at-
mospheric scattering for each band. They can be subtracted from all digital values
for that scene and band. Hence, the lowest value in each band is set to zero. These
direct methods for adjusting digital values for atmospheric degradation is known as
the histogram minimum method (HMM) or dark object subtraction (DOS) techni-
que. Since this method will remove haze and improves the dynamic range of image
intensity it is also referred to as haze removal. Figure 2.5 shows the HMM for cor-
rection of atmospheric effects. The lowest brightness value in a given band is taken
to indicate the added brightness of the atmosphere to that band and is then sub-
tracted from all pixels in that band. Figure 2.5 a shows the histogram for an image
acquired under clear atmospheric conditions. The darkest pixel is near zero bright-
ness. On the other hand, in 2.5 b the darkest pixels are relatively bright, due to
the added brightness of the atmosphere. This histogram therefore correspond to an
image acquired under hazy atmospheric conditions.
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Abbildung 2.5: Histogram minimum method or Dark Object Subtraction for the
correction of atmospheric effects. a) Histogram obtained from clear sky
atmospheric conditions. b) Histogram obtained from hazy atmospheric

conditions.[4]

The DOS procedure has the advantages of simplicity, directness and universal ap-
plicability. Nevertheless it must be considered as an approximation and is capable
of correction for additive effects of atmospheric scattering but not for multiplicative
effects. It must also be noted that the technique of subtraction of a constant from all
pixels in a scene will have larger proportional impact on the spectra of dark pixels
than on bright pixels. Care must be taken when using this operation for scenes in
which spectral characteristics of dark features are present.[4]
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Preprocessing operations: Regression Technique
Another approach is known as regression technique. It examines the brightness of
objects within each scene but attempts to exploit knowledge of interrelationships
between separate spectral bands. [58] came up with a procedure that paired values
from each band with values from a NIR spectral channel. This technique can be
applied to local areas.[4]

Preprocessing operations: Covariance Matrix Method
The analysis of the variance-covariance matrix, known as covariance matrix method
(CMM), is an extension of the regression technique. Both are based on the assump-
tion that within a specified image region, variations in image brightness are due to
topographic irregularities and that the reflectivity is constant. Hence, variations in
brightness are caused by small-scale topographic shadowing, and the dark regions
reveal the contributions of scattering to each band.[4]

2.0.6 Estimation of Top of Atmosphere Reflectance
An accurate measurement of the brightness, whether measured as radiance or as
DNs, is not ideal since the values are subject to modification by differences in sun
angle, atmospheric effects, and angle of observation. It is much better to observe the
reflectance. It gives the proportion of radiation reflected from varied objects relative
to the amount of the same wavelengths incident upon the object. The reflectance
helps to define the distinctive spectral characteristics of objects.

The reflectance can be described as the relative brightness of a surface as measured
for a specific wavelength interval. It is the ratio of the amount of light leaving a
target to the amount of light striking the target:

Re f lectance =
Observed brightness

Irradiance
(2.1)

Since the reflectance is a ratio it is a dimensionless number between 0 and 1. Often
the reflectance is given as percentage. The reflectance is not directly measurable
since the observed brightness is normally recorded and not the brightness incident
upon the object.

The radiance gives the variable that is directly measured by remote sensing. It is the
amount of light the instrument detects from the object being observed. The obser-
ved radiance might appear bigger when some light gets scattered by the atmosphere
and hence seen by the instrument. On the other hand, the radiance can decrease if
light gets absorbed by the atmosphere. The radiance therefore depends on the illu-
mination, the orientation and position of the target and the path of the light through
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the atmosphere.[4]

2.1 Atmospheric Correction Background

2.1.1 Basic concept of atmospheric correction
To understand the basic concept of atmospheric correction it is important to realize
the importance of the radiation components and the relationship between the at-
sensor radiance and the digital number (DN). The at-sensor radiance can also be
named top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiance. In the current state of the art satellite
and airborne ATCOR model, the input data are the recorded scene plus a meta file
containing the acquisition date, time, solar and sensor view geometry etc. The input
data is given as scaled TOA radiance, named Digital Number (DN).

The data is scaled to a 16-bit dynamic range in order to convert the relative pixels
DNs coming directly from the sensor into values directly related to absolute TOA
radiances. The scaling factor is applied so that the resultant single DN values corre-
spond to 1/100th of a [W/(m2 ∗ sr ∗µm)]. In order to convert the pixel values given
by the input data into TOA radiance, the DN has to be multiplied by the radiometric
calibration coefficient, c1, also known as radiometric gain.

For each spectral band of a sensor, a linear equation exists which describes the
relationship between the recorded DN (or brightness) and the TOA radiance, L. It
is obtained with the radiometric offset, c0, and gain, c1 as follows and has units of
[W/(m2 ∗ sr ∗µm)]:

L = c0 + c1DN (2.2)

For some instruments, the data can also be given as top-of-atmosphere (TOA) re-
flectance ρTOA also called apparent or at-sensor reflectance, ρ∗:

ρTOA = ρ
∗ =

π L d2

Es cosθs
(2.3)

where d is the Earth-Sun distance in astronomical units, Es is the extraterrestri-
al solar irradiance, and θs is the solar zenith angle. This TOA reflectance is also
called apparent reflectance, since it gives the combined Earth-atmosphere behavior
with respect to the solar radiation for the specified view geometry. Hence, the ratio
between the upwelling and downwelling flux.[57] Solar irradiance, E (W /m2), is
defined as the power/area in the incident direction, whereas the flux, F (W/m2), is
on a horizontal surface, i.e F = E ∗ cosθs. For TOA there is no incoming diffuse
flux and the incoming direct flux on the horizontal surface is Es cosθs. The mea-
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sured radiation in equation 2.36 is radiance, L, from a certain direction and not a
hemispherical flux.

In ATCOR, if the input data is TOA reflectance, it will be converted into TOA
radiance before starting the process of atmospheric correction. This conversion is
given by equation 2.4, solving equation 2.36 for L, and will further be analysed in
section 5.2.1.

L =
ρ∗ Es cosθs

π d2
(2.4)

For Sentinel-2, the input data is TOA reflectance (ρ∗), but for most sensors the input
data is radiance. So equation 2.4 is only applied to Sentinel-2 in the loading func-
tion. The radiometric coefficients c0 and c1 include some sensor-specific scaling
factors.

2.1.2 Visibility and optical thickness
The visibility and optical thickness are two parameters that are often used to descri-
be the atmosphere. As visibility we understand the maximum horizontal distance a
human eye can distinguish an object or light from its background. The visibility, or
meteorological range, is defined through a relation between two parameters:

• the extinction coefficient, β , in units of [km−1] and at 550 nm

• a contrast threshold of 0.02 giving the minimum observable contrast between
a dark object against the bright horizon sky

This relation defining the visibility is also called the Koschmieder equation:

V IS =
1
β

ln
1

0.02
=

3.912
β

(2.5)

The optical thickness is given by a pure number and is usually evaluated at a wave-
length of 550 nm (which corresponds to a typical yellow light). The vertical optical
thickness of the atmosphere, δ , is given by the product of the extinction coefficient
and the path length, x:

δ = βx (2.6)
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Abbildung 2.6: Relationship between the horizontal visibility and the vertical
optical thickness of the atmosphere for a path from sea level to space.[72]

Figure 2.6 shows the relationship between the horizontal visibility and the vertical
optical thickness of the atmosphere for a path from sea level to space and for the
wavelength of 550 nm.

Since the atmosphere has different constituents, the total optical thickness is given
by the sum of each individual contributor. These contributors are molecular (Ray-
leigh) scattering, aerosol scattering and molecular absorption. Hence:

δ = δ (molecular scattering)+δ (aerosol scattering)+

δ (molecular absorption)
(2.7)

The aerosol content is scaled by the MODTRAN© visibility parameter into the
boundary layer of 0 to 2 km altitude. For visibilities greater than 100 km the to-
tal optical thickness asymptotically approaches a value of about 0.17 which (at 550
nm) is the sum of the molecular thickness (δ = 0.0973) plus ozone thickness (δ =
0.03) plus a very small amount due to trace gases, plus the contribution of residual
aerosols in the higher atmosphere (2 - 100 km) with δ = 0.04.

The total optical thickness (sea level to space) at 550 nm asymptotically approaches
a value of ∼ 0.17. This value results from the sum of the molecular thickness, ozone
thickness, a small amount from trace gases and the residual aerosols present in the
higher atmosphere (2-100 km).
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A minimum optical thickness and hence the highest visibility is obtained at the Ray-
leigh limit, when the air contains no aerosol particles. The optical thickness is then
due to molecular thickness and ozone. δ (molecular scattering) coming from nitro-
gen and oxygen is dependent on the pressure level and can therefore be calculated
if the ground elevation is known. The contribution from ozone is small at 550 nm
and hence a climatological and geographic average can be taken.[72]

So the most common parameter used to describe the atmosphere is the aerosol op-
tical thickness (AOT) at 550 nm. The aerosol contribution varies strongly in space
and time and is therefore the most important component apart from the atmospheric
water vapor.

If a beam goes through the atmosphere it will encounter transmittance and absorpti-
on, depending on the spectral regions. The atmospheric transmittance for a vertical
path through the atmosphere is given as:

τ = e−δ (2.8)

A high transmittance corresponds to a spectral region with small or no absorption
and is called a ”spectral window”.

2.1.3 Radiation components and surface reflectance: Flat ter-
rain

The radiation signal in the solar region (0.35-2.5 µm) arriving at the sensor is due
to three different components in a flat terrain condition (see Figure 2.7:

• Path radiance (Lp): from photons that did not have contact with the ground
and are scattered into the field-of-view of the sensor

• Reflected radiation from a pixel (Lg): the fraction of the diffuse and direct
solar radiation incident on the pixel that is getting reflected from the surface

• Reflected radiation from the surrounding (La): the fraction of the solar radia-
tion reflected from the neighborhood and scattered by the air volume into the
field-of-view of the sensor. This radiation is also called adjacency radiation.
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Abbildung 2.7: Solar radiation components arriving at the sensor. L1: path
radiance, L2: reflected radiance, L3: adjacency radiation.[72]

The three components show that only the reflected radiation from a pixel contains
the necessary information about the viewed pixel. Hence, in atmospheric correction,
it is important to remove the other components and to retrieve the correct ground
reflectance from the pixel of interest.

If we now combine all three components of the radiation to get the total radiation
arriving at the sensor we can write:

L = Lp +Lg +La (2.9)

All components have different dependencies with respect to the spectral range. The
path radiance decreases with increasing wavelength and is very small for λ > 800
nm. The adjacency radiation depends on the brightness difference between the pixel
of interest and the surrounding. Its value also decreases with wavelength and is very
small for λ > 1.5 µm.

An iterative approach for the atmospheric correction in a flat terrain is necessary,
since the surface reflectance and large-scale (1-2 km neighborhood) background
reflectance are unknown. Therefore, ATCOR computes the ground reflectance in
three steps. These are explained in 2.1.3, 2.1.3 and 2.1.3. In section 2.1.5 the surface
reflectance retrieval is explained in more detail.

Ground reflectance calculation: step 1
In the first iteration step of the ground reflectance calculation, the adjacency effect
from the neighborhood is neglected. The total radiation can then be simplified as
follows:
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L = Lp +Lg = Lp +
τρEg(ρr = 0.15)

π

= c0 + c1DN
(2.10)

where τ is the atmospheric transmittance from the ground to the sensor with va-
lues in the range from [0 - 1], ρ is the surface reflectance (Bottom-of-atmosphere
BOA) and Eg is the global flux on the ground in units of [mWcm−2µm−1] calcu-
lated for a reference background reflectance. The global flux consists of the direct
solar and diffuse solar fluxes on the ground, and the surface is assumed to be a
Lambertian i.e., perfectly isotropic, reflector. The path radiance is given in units of
[mWcm−2sr−1µm−1].

If we rearrange the radiation equation for the surface (BOA) reflectance we get:

ρ
(1) =

π(d2(c0 + c1DN)−Lp)

τEg(ρr = 0.15)
(2.11)

The factor of d2 has to be added in order to account for the Sun-to-Earth distance,
where d is given in astronomical units. In ATCOR the Lookup Tables (LUT’s) for
the path radiance and the global flux are calculated using d=1.

Ground reflectance calculation: step 2
The next steps calculates an average surface reflectance and, as opposed to the pre-
vious step, in a large neighborhood where each pixel is set to a default range of 1
km. The surface reflectance can be written as follows:

ρ̄ =
1

N2

N

∑
i, j=1

ρ
(1)
i, j (2.12)

where N is the number of pixels in the selected range of the adjacency effect. Equa-
tion 2.12 has a range independent weighting. This can of course be changed into
a range dependent function as is demonstrated in [72]. Here I will only state the
range independent function. Since the adjacency effect is only a small second-order
effect, the differences to the range dependent approach is very small. The surface
reflectance after step 2 can now be written as:

ρ
(2)(x,y) = ρ

(1)(x,y)+q(ρ(1)− ρ̄(x,y)) (2.13)

where q is a measure for the strength of the adjacency effect.
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Ground reflectance calculation: step 3
The last step of the ground reflectance calculation includes the spherical albedo
effect on the global flux. Instead of using the reference background reflectance of
ρr = 0.15 as in section 2.1.3, it is now adapted to the scene dependent value of
section 2.1.3, ρ̄ . This is done by correcting for the difference between the two values
as follows:

ρ
(3)(x,y) = ρ

(2)(x,y)(1− (ρ̄(x,y)−ρr)s) (2.14)

2.1.4 Radiation components and surface reflectance: Rugged
terrain

For the retrieval of the surface reflectance in mountainous terrain, a fourth radiati-
on component has to be taken into account. In rugged terrain, the pixel-dependent
radiation is specified through a digital elevation model (DEM) since the incident
radiation is strongly dependent on the topographic variation. Hence, the radiation
signal arriving at the sensor is not only due to the path radiance,(Lp), the ground re-
flected radiation,(Lg), and the radiation reflected from the surrounding,(La), but also
due to the reflected radiance from opposite mountains, (Lt). So the total measured
at-sensor radiance can be written as follows:

L(x,y,z,λ ) = Lp(x,y,z,λ )+Lg(x,y,z,λ )+La(x,y,z,λ )+Lt(x,y,z,λ ) (2.15)

where the planar and height coordinates are denoted with x,y and z and λ denotes
the wavelength dependency. For brevity, the spatial coordinates and wavelength will
be omitted.

The additional terrain radiance component, Lt , is evaluated with the terrain view
factor, Vt , which depends on the sky view factor, Vsky, as follows:

Vt = 1−Vsky (2.16)

The sky view factor can be calculated through a simple approximation based on the
local DEM slope angle, θn (see equation 2.17).

Vsky(x,y) = cos2(θn(x,y)/2) =
1+ cosθn(x,y)

2
(2.17)

The radiation component due to the reflected terrain radiance can then be written
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as:

Lt = T E(1)
t Vtρt/π (2.18)

where T represents the total ground-to-sensor transmittance, E(1)
t the global terrain

flux and Vt the terrain-view factor.

Again, as performed in section 2.1.3, the adjacency effect from the neighborhood is
neglected. Hence, the ground reflectance, ρg, which depends on Lg is calculates as
follows:

ρg =
π((d2(c0 + c1DN)−Lp)

T (bEscosβ +E∗
d)

(2.19)

where b=0 for shadow pixels, else b=1, Es represents the direct solar beam irradian-
ce at the ground and E∗

d represents the total diffuse flux due to the slope surface. E∗
d

is calculated as shown in equation 2.20.

E∗
d = Ed[bτscosβ/cosθs +1−bτsVsky] (2.20)

Here, Ed represents the diffuse solar flux on an horizontal plane and τs denotes the
sun-to-ground direct beam transmittance. The first part of equation 2.20 describes
the anisotropic circumsolar radiation and the second part the isotropic sky radiation.

The first order correction with the terrain influence is included in the first iteration
of equation 2.19 as follows:

ρ
(1) =

π((d2(c0 + c1DN)−Lp)

T (bEscosβ +E∗
d +E(1)

t )
(2.21)

This iteration can be done a second time in order to account and correct for many
terrain reflection effects with additional approximations included in Et . This will
update the ground reflectance accordingly and the steps performed in section 2.1.3
and section 2.1.3 can be performed with this new ground reflectance.

2.1.5 Surface Reflectance Retrieval
Reflectance and reflectance factor
As mentioned in section 2.1.1, the spectral radiance is defined as the radiant flux
in a beam per unit wavelength and per unit area and solid angle of that beam [75].
It has SI units of [Wm−2sr−1nm−1]. The reflectance is then given by the ratio of
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the observed brightness or upwelling band-integrated irradiance ([Wm−2]) with the
downwelling irradiance ([Wm−2]) and has values that lie within the interval of [0-
1]. In case of spectral irradiance or spectral flux we have the SI unit (W m−2 µm−1).
The reflectance factor is defined as the ratio of

• the radiation flux reflected by a surface and

• the radiation flux reflected into the same reflected-beam geometry and wave-
length range by an ideal (lossless) and diffuse (Lambertian) standard surface,
irradiated under the same conditions

The values of the reflectance factor can be greater than 1. This is especially the case
for surfaces of high reflectance such as snow [62].

If an isotropic behavior (ideal or lossless) is assumed, then a spherical surface will
radiate with same intensity in ([Wm−2]) in all directions. If on the other hand a dif-
fuse or Lambertian behavior is assumed, then this will imply a flat reflective surface.
In such a case, the intensity will decrease as the cosine of the observation angle de-
creases with respect to the surface normal. Hence, the intensity will be greatest if the
normal vector and the observation angle point in the same direction (cos0= 1). This
is also known as the Lambert’s law. Furthermore, this diffuse behavior also implies
that the radiance, L, is independent of direction. But is must be noted that the ratio
between the upwelling irradiance ([Wm−2]) and the radiance, L in [Wm−2sr−1], of
this Lambertian surface gives a factor of π . This is due to the cosine factor in the
definition of the radiance [63].

Abbildung 2.8: Terminology of the reflectance quantities, which are separated into
nine different cases according to the relation of the incoming and reflected

radiation. Grey fields represent the quantities that can be measured and white fields
are conceptual quantities. [75]
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The angular behavior of the incoming radiance is named and classified into nine ca-
ses. This naming is according to [57] and is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The naming of
the term follows a simple order of first naming the angular characteristic of the inco-
ming radiance which is then followed by the angular characteristic of the reflected
radiance.

The bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)
When the surface reflectance is getting measured remotely it is dependent on the
illumination and observation geometry. Its angular behavior is described by the bi-
directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). This corresponds to the first
case illustrated in Figure 2.8. If we now integrate over the small finite incidence and
observation angles we get the fifth case of Figure 2.8, called biconical reflectance
factor (BCRF).

The Hemispherical directional reflectance factor (HDRF)
Hemispherical illumination conditions are the conditions under which remote mea-
surements of the earth’s surface are performed. This corresponds to a diffuse radia-
tion combined with a directional solar irradiance. Hence, to best define the retrie-
ved reflectance quantity, the hemispherical directional reflectance factor (HDRF)
is used. This corresponds to case 7 of the terminology in Figure 2.8. The HDRF
can only be used in an isotropic hemispherical radiation field and is defined for an
infinitesimal solid angle. For measurements with a finite angle, the hemispherical
conical reflectance factor (HCRF) is used. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8 as case 8.

Lambertian reflectance surface
For a perfectly isotropic, Lambertian, 100% reflecting surface, the HDRF, HCRF
and BCRF are equivalent and equal to the BRDF times a factor of π .

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Matched Filter Method
Main steps of MF
The main steps of the matched filter (MF) approach are shadow area detection and
then restoration. The detection is done through model-based and shadow feature-
based methods. In multi-temporal data, non-shadow pixels from one image are used
to replace shadow pixels in the other image.

So the two main steps of the MF Method are:

• Atmospheric correction of scene

• MF algorithm uses sequence of 8 processing steps: surface reflectance; ex-
clude cloud and water; matched filter vector; unscaled shadow function Φ;
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scaled shadow function Φ∗; threshold ΦT (core shadow function); expand
shadow mask; de-shadowing with Φ∗

Introduction of MF
De-shadowing is the compensation process which uses an estimate of the fraction
of direct solar irradiance for a fully or partially shadowed pixel.

The MF method needs at least one channel in visible and at least one spectral band
in NIR. The bands used in the MF are: blue, green, red, NIR, SWIR1 and SWIR2,
if existing.

The method starts with the calculation of the surface reflectance image cube, ρ . The
surface reflectance, ρ , is computed with the assumption of fully solar illumination,
excluding water and clouds. Then the covariance matrix, C(ρ), is calculated where
ρ represents the surface reflectance vector of the three selected bands (see equation
2.22).

VMF =
C−1(ρt −ρ)

(ρt −ρ)TC−1(ρt −ρ)
(2.22)

The MF vector, VMF , is tuned to a certain target reflectance spectrum, ρt , to be
detected. ρ is the scene-average spectrum without water and cloud pixels. For the
shadow target, a target reflectance spectrum of ρt = 0 is selected which will give
the simplified version of the shadow MF vector, Vsh, as follows:

Vsh =− C−1ρ

ρ
TC−1ρ

(2.23)

Method: surface reflectance and covariance matrix
The MF methods starts, as already mentioned, with the calculation of the surface
reflectance image cube, ρ . ρ is computed with the assumption of fully solar illu-
mination and with the exclusion of water and cloud pixels. Then the covariance
matrix, C(ρ), is calculated where ρ represents the surface reflectance vector of the
three selected bands. The MF vector (see equatiion 2.22) is tuned to a certain target
reflectance spectrum, ρt , to be detected. ρ is the scene-average spectrum without
water and cloud pixels. For a shadow target, ρt = 0 is selected which will give the
simplified version of the shadow MF vector, Vsh (see equation 2.23).

The covariance is a measure of how much two random variables vary together such
as for example the height of a person and the weight of a person in a population.
The covariance, σ(x,y), of two random variables x and y with n samples is given
by:
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COV (X ,Y ) =
∑

n
i=1(Xi −X)((Yi −Y )

n−1
(2.24)

With the covariance it is possible to calculate the entry of the covariance matrix
which is a square matrix. The covariance matrix is given as Ci, j = σ(xi,yi), where
C ∈ Rdxd and d is the dimension or number of random variables of the data. Ci, j is
a symmetric matrix and the diagonal entries are called variance and all other entries
are called covariance.

The covariance matrix can represent the relation between all variables while inverse
covariance shows the relation of the element with their neighbours.

Method: unscaled shadow function
The MF shadow vector, Vsh, can be applied to the non-water and non-cloud part of
the scene to give the un-normalized values, Φ, also called unscaled shadow function.
Φ gives a relation measure of the fractional direct illumination (see equation 2.25).

Φ(x,y) =V T
sh(ρ(x,y)−ρ) (2.25)

The MF calculates a minimum RMS shadow target abundance for the entire scene.
The values of Φ can be both, positive and negative. Therefore, Φ is rescaled into the
physical range from 0 (full shadow) to 1 (full direct illumination).

Method: rescaling and scaled shadow function
The MF calculates a minimum RMS shadow target abundance for the entire scene.
The values of Φ can be both, positive and negative. Therefore, Φ is rescaled into the
physical range from 0 (full shadow) to 1 (full direct illumination). The histogram of
the unscaled shadow function is used for rescaling (see Figure 2.9).

The first peak of the histogram of Φ represented in Figure 2.9, Φ2, represents the
shadow pixels. On the other hand, the highest peak of the histogram in Figure 2.9,
φmax, represents the fully illuminated areas.

The rescaling of Φ is done by linear mapping of the Φ values from the unscaled
interval (Φmin, Φmax) onto the physically scaled interval (0,1). Hence, the scaled
shadow function, Φ∗, is calculated as follows:

Φ
∗ =

Φ−Φmin

Φmax −Φmin
if Φ ≤ Φmax

Φ = 1 if Φ > Φmax

(2.26)
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Abbildung 2.9: Histogram of the unscaled shadow function, Φ. [72]

The scaling and normalizing of the MF vector into the (0,1) interval is based on the
assignment of:

• min and max direct sun fraction in the shadow regions (amin and amax; the
defaults are amin = 0.20 and amax = 0.95)

• corresponding shadow thresholds Φmin and Φmax obtained from the normali-
zed histogram of Φ

The normalized and scaled shadow function is given as:

Φn =
(Φmax −Φmin)(Φ−Φmin)

amax −amin
(2.27)

Method: iteration
The potential shadow pixels are those which satisfy φn < 1, but as can be seen from
equation 2.27, the value strongly depends on Φmax. Therefore an iterative strategy
is applied.

De-shadowing reflectance equation
The scaled shadow function, Φ∗, represents the fraction of the direct illumination
for each pixel in the surface reflectance vector, ρ . The MF method tries to find
the core shadows and them subsequently expands the core regions. This enables a
smooth shadow to clear transition. The scaled shadow function is only applied to
the pixels in the final mask. The core shadow mask is defined by the pixels with
Φ(x,y)< ΦT .

The de-shadowing is then performed by multiplying the direct illumination, Edir,
with the pixel-dependent Φ∗. This reduces the direct solar term and increases the
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brightness of a shadow pixel, since it is located in the denominator of the de-
shadowing equation (see equation 2.28).

ρi(x,y) =
π(d2(c0(i)+ c1(i)DNi(x,y))−Lp,i)

τi(Edir,iΦ
∗(x,y)+Edi f ,i)

(2.28)

Equation 2.28 gives the surface reflectance which can be converted back to DN as
follows:

DNds =
Lp +( τρds

π
)(Edir +Edi f )/d2 − c0

c1
(2.29)

2.2.2 Adler-Golden MF and Deshadowing Method
The de-shadowing method by [12] consists of five steps:

• atmospheric correction of the original radiance data to reflectance

• application of a MF to the reflectance data for a black surface

• re-balancing of data to correct skylight skewing effect

• re-applying the MF to refine the shadow fraction

• de-shadow the image by using the shadow fraction

Endmember unmixing Method
In the de-shadowing method given by [12], the MF for a zero reflectance target is
applied to the reflectance image. The pixel reflectance spectrum is then given as
the mixture of linearly independent and fully illuminated endmember spectra ei as
follows:

y = ∑
i

wiyei (2.30)

where wiy is the ith endmember weight of pixel.

In the endmember unmixing method, shadows are zero reflectance endmembers.
Hence, the shadow fraction, f, is given as:

fy = ∑
i

wia −∑
i

wiy =−∑
i
(wiy −wia) (2.31)

In equation 2.31, a represents the fully illuminated pixel.

In unconstrained least-squares unmixing, the ith endmember weight is extracted
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from each spectrum by taking its dot product with a filter vector, vi. The filter vector
is orthogonal to all endmembers except ei. Hence, equation 2.31 can be rewritten as
follows:

fy =−∑
i

vT
i (y−a) = gT(y−a) (2.32)

where g represents the filter vector. If it is assumed that shadows are rare, the scene
mean spectrum is used for a.

MF Method
Equation 2.32 can be unmixed by applying a MF. Hence, instead of endmember
construction, the covariance matrix, C, is used to calculate the MF q (See equation
2.33).

q =
C−1(t−a)

(t−a)TC−1(t−a)
=

C−1a
aTC−1a

(2.33)

where t represents the target spectrum and is equal to 0 for shadows and a is the
scene mean spectrum. In the limit of t = 0, the output of the endmember-based
filter, g, and the MF, q, should be zeor and equivalent.

Spectral Rebalancing
The MF yields a first estimate of the shadow fraction for each pixel. In a next step,
the spectra are rebalanced in order to simulate the illumination by a spectrally uni-
form source. This is done by multiplying (1-f) with the direct sun plus sky spectrum.
This will give the rebalanced spectra, F(λ ), which is wavelength dependent.

Re-application of the MF and de-shadowing
As a final step, the MF is applied to the rebalanced spectra which results in the
refined shadow fraction. The steps of rebalancing and MF application are iterated a
few times in order to insure convergence.

Once the refined shadow fraction is computed, the de-shadowed spectrum for each
pixel can be calculated as follows:

Deshadoweds pectrum = F(λ )x
1
g

(2.34)
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2.3 State-of-the-Art

2.3.1 detection algorithms: mono- and multi-temporal approa-
ches

Generally, detection algorithms can be grouped into mono- and multi-temporal ap-
proaches. Mono-temporal observations are acquired at one specific point in time.
This can be a disadvantage for the classification of classes which change in spectral
and textural appearance over the course of a cycle, such as vegetation and crops
[73]. Multi-temporal approaches usually achieve better results, especially for cloud
masking because transient changes are easy to detect [31, 97, 34, 37]. However, this
is only the case when a high temporal dataset frequency is available. Furthermore,
the data processing complexity increases significantly, and most Level-2 processors
for atmospheric correction rely on mono-temporal processing.

2.3.2 System Configuration description Language
Validation of System Configuration description Language (SCL) comprises verifi-
cation of the cloud screening and classification accuracy to clarify uncertainties of
L2A products for their applications.

CMIX
Cloud Masking Inter-comparison Exercise (CMIX) [1] was a recent state-of-the art
inter-comparison of a set of cloud detection algorithms for Sentinel-2 and Landsat-
8 representative for sensors in the 10-30 m range. However, CMIX was limited to
differentiate only cloudy and cloudless pixels. Reference [14] is limited to valid
and invalid pixels too. Valid pixels are cloudless pixels like land, water and snow
and invalid are clouds and cloud shadows. Cloud masks from the MACCS ATCOR

Joint Atmospheric Correction (MAJA) algorithm using multi-temporal informati-
on are compared with mono-temporal classification by Sen2Cor and Fmask [95].
The comparison is done twice: Once for cloud masks of all three processors di-
lated around clouds and second for all processors with non-dilated cloud masks.
This means, that there is no comparison on original processor outputs. Overall ac-
curacies for all three algorithms are nearby at 90-93% in case of non-dilated cloud
mask. Mono-temporal Fmask gave equivalent classification performance as multi-
temporal MAJA for dilated masks and Sen2Cor was on average 6% worse on these.
However, dilation of Sen2Cor cloud mask is not recommended with the present pro-
cessor version because it is a known issue, that misclassification of bright objects
as clouds in urban area leads to commission of clouds and even more if dilation is
applied. It is still to mention that the data set used in reference [14] excluded si-
tes which are frequently cloudy, where mono-temporal algorithms have advantages
over multi-temporal.
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In contrary to radiometric validation, the SCL validation is limited due to the lack of
suitable reference datasets. Existing references like CORINE land cover classifica-
tion ([6]) consider only land cover classes and build on either local ground surveys
(performed rarely within existing projects on very detailed information level but
on limited geographical range) or satellite-based mapping (provided at regional to
global scale) with low spatial resolution level > 100m. Cloud screening validation
is even more challenging due to high variability of clouds over time. CMIX is ba-
sed on four classification reference data bases for Sentinel-2 data. Hollstein data set
[38] was created by photointerpretation and manually labelling selected polygons.
It labels the classes clear sky, cloud, cirrus, shadow, water and snow. Unfortunately
there is no separation between terrain shadow and cloud shadow [14]. The data set
can be downloaded from the internet. Another available data base used in CMIX
is called CESBIO data set. It contains reference images classified at 60 m spatial
resolution which is too coarse for our investigation. Additionally it doesn’t provide
reference data for regions with frequent cloud cover because it is using the same
active learning method as was used in [14]. Two more reference data sets used in
CMIX are not publically available: PixBox data set contains manually classified
single pixels at 10 m spatial resolution and GSFC data contains polygons of cloud
covered area determined from sky images and photo-interpretation. There is neit-
her a quality assessment and comparison of these classification references nor an
investigation what is the best way to create them.

2.3.3 Cloud Shadow Detection
Several methods of shadow detection have been published over the past years. Most
of these methods are applied to the field of computer vision. In the work proposed
by [86], the shadows appearing in an image are detected by using derivatives of the
input image and color invariant images. Reference [94] detects shadows from mo-
nochromatic natural images using shadow-variant and shadow-invariant cues from
illumination, textural and odd order derivative characteristics.

In remote sensing images, the detection of clouds and their cloud shadows is mostly
evaluated with complex multistage processes ([10], [44], [16], [27], [96]). But some
satellite sensors do not have enough spectral information to properly select appro-
priate thresholds for cloud shadow detection that will hold for a variety of images.
For example the GaoFen-1 and Proba-V images only have three bands in the visible
and one band in the near-infrared available ([44], [52]). Reference [88] tries to over-
come this lack of spectral information by introducing the cloud and cloud shadow
detection into deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs). Furthermore, [93] pro-
poses a method for cloud shadow detection relying on land cover data support using
a shadow probability generation method. In [92], the detection of cloud and cloud
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Tabelle 2.1: Sentinel-2 spectral bands and spatial resolution

Sentinel-2 bands resolution (m)
band 1 (0.433-0.453) 60
band 2 (0.458-0.523) 10
band 3 (0.543-0.578) 10
band 4 (0.650-0.680) 10
band 5 (0.698-0.713) 20
band 6 (0.733-0.748) 20
band 7 (0.765-0.785) 20
band 8 (0.785-0.900) 10
band 8a (0.855-0.875) 20
band 9 (0.930-0.950) 60

band 10 (1.365-1.385) 60
band 11 (1.565-1.655) 20
band 12 (2.100-2.280) 20

shadows is done solely by evaluating spectral indices (CSD-SI algorithm).

2.3.4 Sentinel-2 Mission
The Sentinel-2 mission consists of two polar-orbiting satellites, Sentinel-2A and
Sentinel-2B, providing a five day revisit time at the equator. The swath width of a
Sentinel-2 scene is 290 km and data is acquired in 13 bands with spatial resolutions
of 10 m, 20 m, and 60 m [23] (see Table 2.1). Sentinel-2 images are open access
data, offer high quality radiometric measurements and include a dedicated cirrus
detection band. The free data access, frequent coverage of territories, wide swath,
and many spectral bands are reasons for the wide-spread use of this kind of data in
many applications.

For each spectral band of a sensor, a linear equation exists which describes the
relationship between the DN (or brightness) and the TOA radiance, L. It is obtained
with the radiometric offset, c0, and gain, c1 as follows and has units of [W/(m2 ∗
sr ∗µm)]:

L = c0 + c1DN (2.35)

For some instruments, e.g. Sentinel-2, the data is given as top-of-atmosphere (TOA)
reflectance ρTOA also called apparent or at-sensor reflectance, ρ∗:

ρTOA = ρ
∗ =

π L d2

Es cosθs
(2.36)
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where d is the Earth-Sun distance in astronomical units, Es is the extraterrestrial
solar irradiance, and θs is the solar zenith angle. [57]

In the current state of the art PACO/ATCOR model, the input data are the recor-
ded scene plus a meta file containing the acquisition date, time, solar and sensor
view geometry etc. The input data is given as scaled TOA radiance, named Digital
Number (DN). [72]
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3 Comparison of Masking Algorithms for Sentinel-2
Imagery

This chapter describes the peer reviewed journal paper [91]. It evaluates the perfor-
mance of three different masking algorithms which provide the user with a classifi-
cation map for further atmospheric correction steps.

3.1 Problem Statement
Satellite imagery is frequently contaminated by low and medium altitude water
clouds as well as by high-altitude cirrus clouds in the upper troposphere and in
the stratosphere. Many operations require clear sky pixels as input, such as agricul-
ture related products [41, 18], the retrieval of surface reflectance within atmospheric
correction [37, 54] and the co-registration with other images [87, 67].

Atmospheric correction and land cover classification depend on an accurate cloud
map [15, 21, 38]. In addition, maps of water and snow/ice are also indispensable in
many applications, i.e. mapping of glaciers [66] and water bodies [24].

Cloud screening is applied to the data in order to retrieve accurate atmospheric
and surface parameters as input for further processing steps, either the Atmospheric

Correction (AC) itself or higher-level processing such as mosaicking, time-series
analysis, or estimation of bio-geophysical parameters.

However, a fully automatic detection of these classes is not an easy task, due to
the high reflectance variability of earth surfaces. For instance, bright desert surfaces
or urban structures can be misclassified as cloud or opposite and shadow surfaces
as water. A class assignment for mixed pixels (e.g., semi-transparent cloud over
snow) can be problematic because they don’t have a spectral signature which clearly
belongs to a class.This together will decrease the classification accuracy and shows
the need for a performance assessment of classification algorithms.

Our contribution evaluates the performance of the Fmask FORCE version [30], AT-
COR, and Sen2Cor original classification outputs and not only for valid and invalid
pixels, but in more detail for six consolidated classes given below. This gives more
insight into their strengths and weaknesses.

In contrary to radiometric validation, the SCL validation is limited due to the lack of
suitable reference datasets. The primary objective of the chapter is the classifications
at the actual point of time with focus on clouds resp. cloudless surface area and
cloud shadows. Our contribution evaluates the performance of three widely used
mono-temporal masking codes on Sentinel-2 imagery.
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Our first masking code is Function of mask (Fmask) [96]. It was originally desi-
gned for Landsat imagery, but later extended for Sentinel-2 data [95]. Here we use
the improved version of reference [30] (Fmask FORCE version 3.0), which is able
to separate clouds from bright surfaces exploiting parallax effects. The individu-
al bands of MSI-sensor have slightly different viewing directions alternating from
forward view to backward view between adjacent bands. The second code is the
latest version of ATCOR (v 9.3.0) which contains an improved masking algorithm
[68] as a necessary preprocessing part before starting the atmospheric correction.
The third code is the scene classification of Sen2Cor (version 2.8.0). Sen2Cor is
an atmospheric correction processor for Sentinel-2 (S2) data provided by the Euro-

pean Space Agency (ESA), which contains a preprocessing scene classification step
preceding atmospheric correction [45]. Whereas the atmospheric correction module
of Sen2Cor was developed in heritage of ATCOR, the scene classification is com-
pletely independent. Scene classification of Sen2Cor makes use of some external
auxiliary data from Climate Change Initiative. It is still to mention that Fmask uses
a 300 m dilation buffer for cloud, and 60 m for cloud shadow, while ATCOR uses
100 m and 220 m, respectively, and Sen2Cor (version 2.8.0) uses no dilation buffers.
Fmask applies also a 1 pixel buffer for snow.

This chapter is organized as follows: section 3.2 presents an overview over the S2
scenes used for the exercise. Section 3.3 describes the approach to define the refe-
rence ("truth") mask (validation procedure). Section 3.4 presents the classification
results in terms of user’s, producer’s and overall accuracy [19]. The conclusion and
possible further improvements are given at the end of the chapter.

3.2 Methods (processors) and Data
Twenty S2 scenes are processed with three codes. A list of the investigated Sentinel-
2 scenes is given in Table 5.1. The scenes were selected to cover all continents,
different climates, seasons, weather conditions, and land cover classes (Figure 3.1).
They represent flat and mountainous sites with cloud cover from 1% to 62% and
include the presence of cumulus, thin and thick cirrus clouds and snow cover. Addi-
tionally, the scenes are representative for different land cover types such as desert,
urban, cropland, grass, forest, wetlands, sand, coastal areas, and glaciers. The range
of solar zenith angles is from 18◦ to 62◦. For the scene classification processing and
validation, all S2 bands with 10 m and 60 m are resampled to a common 20 m pixel
size. All processors used Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), usually from SRTM
(90 m) (downloaded from the USGS website (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/)), ex-
cept for the scenes number 1, 6, and 16, which used Planet DEM’s [3]. Also all
DEM’s are resampled to a common 20 m resolution.
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Abbildung 3.1: Geographical distribution of 20 test sites selected for validation
(orange squares)

The SCL algorithm of Sen2Cor aims to detect clouds with their shadows and to
generate a scene classification map. The latter raster map consists of 12 classes,
including 2 classes for cloud probabilities (medium, and high), thin cirrus, cloud
shadows, vegetated pixels, non-vegetated pixels, water, snow, dark feature pixels,
unclassified, saturated or defective pixels and no data. This map is used internal-
ly in Sen2Cor in the atmospheric correction module to distinguish between cloudy
pixels, clear land pixels and water pixels, and it does not constitute a land cover
classification map in a strict sense [33]. The scene classification map is delivered at
60 m and 20 m spatial resolution, with associated Quality Indicators (QI) for cloud

Tabelle 3.1: Sentinel-2 level L1C test scenes (SZA = Solar Zenith Angle)

Scene Location Date Tile SZA Cloud cover Desert Ice/Snow Non-veg Veg Water Mountains Rural Urban
1 Antarctic 2019/02/03 T21EVK 54.9◦ 28% X X X
2 Argentina, Buenos Aires 2018/08/27 T21HUC 51.5◦ 0% X X X
3 Australia, Lake Lefroy 2018/08/19 T51JUF 51.5◦ 0% X
4 Bolivia, Puerto Siles 2018/09/06 T19LHF 30.6◦ 0% X X X
5 China, Dunhuang 2018/01/22 T46TFK 62.3◦ 24% X X X
6 Estonia, Tallin 2018/07/14 T35VLG 39.0◦ 2% X X X
7 Germany, Berlin 2018/05/04 T33UUU 38.0◦ 1% X X X X X
8 Italy, Etna 2017/03/09 T33UUU 45.1◦ 7% X X X X
9 Kazakhstan, Balkhash 2018/07/30 T43TFM 30.7◦ 7% X X X
10 Mexico, Cancun 2018/05/27 T16QDJ 18.4◦ 7% X X X
11 Morocco, Quarzazate 2018/08/30 T29RPQ 27.2◦ 2% X X X X
12 Mosambique, Maputo 2018/07/13 T36JVS 54.4◦ 0% X X X
13 Netherlands, Amsterdam 2018/09/13 T31UFU 49.7◦ 5% X X X X
14 Philipines, Manila 2018/03/19 T51PTS 27.4◦ 1% X X X
15 Russia, Sachalin 2018/05/09 T54UVC 35.5◦ 0% X X X
16 Russia, Yakutsk 2017/08/08 T52VEP 45.9◦ 6% X X X
17 Spain, Barrax-1 2017/05/09 T30SWH 24.1◦ 18% X X X
18 Spain, Barrax-2 2017/05/19 T30SWH 22.0◦ 2% X X X
19 Switzerland, Davos 2019/04/17 T32TNS 37.7◦ 25% X X X X X
20 USA, Rimrock 2018/05/12 T11TMM 30.4◦ 1% X X X X
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Tabelle 3.2: Comparison of individual masking outputs and common mask
classification

Label Classes Definition for reference Fmask ATCOR Sen2Cor
1 Clear land Clear pixels over land Clear Clear Vegetation; not vegetated; unclassified
2 Semi-transparent cloud 0.01 < TOA rho (1.38µm) <

0.04 ; also haze, smoke or any
kind of cloud which transpa-
rency enables to recognize the
background features

Cloud Semi-transparent cloud Thin cirrus

3 Cloud Cumulus cloud; thick clouds
(also thin cirrus)

Cloud shadow Cloud Cloud medium and high probability

4 Cloud shadow Shadow thrown by the clouds
over land

Snow/ice Shadow Cloud shadow

5 Clear water Clear pixels over water Water Water Water
6 Clear snow/ice Clear pixels over snow and

ice
- Snow/ice Snow and ice

7 Topographic shadow Self-shadow and/or cast-
shadows

- Topographic shadow Dark feature

0 Background - Geocoded background No data; saturated or defective

and snow probabilities. The QIs provide the probability measure (0-100%) that the
Earth surface is obstructed either by clouds or by snow. Class dark area pixels can
contain dark features like burned area, topographic shadows or cast shadows, but
also very dark water bodies and vegetation. Thin cirrus may also be other transpa-
rent cloud and the transition from medium to high probability cloud is impossible
to validate. Pixels assigned to unclassified are mostly pixels with low probability of
clouds or mixed pixels which don’t fit into any of the other classes.

3.3 Validation procedure
Validation of SCL comprises verification of the cloud screening and classification
accuracy to clarify uncertainties of masking products for their applications. Com-
parison of different masking algorithms requires first to map all the individual mas-
king outputs to a common set of classes. Table 3.2 shows the seven classes used as
a common set for Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor.

Semi-transparent cloud is defined as optically thin cirrus cloud and thin lower al-
titude clouds or haze, smoke, etc. To detect thin cirrus clouds, the processors use the
TOA reflectance in the cirrus band 10, lying below 0.04 but above 0.01. The lower
threshold is used to avoid classifying all pixels as semi-transparent. The label cloud
comprises optically thick (opaque) water cloud and also cirrus cloud with ρ (TOA,
band 10) > 0.04.

The focus of the present paper is not only validation of the scene classification
provided by the three processors, but its comparison. The best way to do that com-
parison is to generate two each other complementing reference maps – one for the
‘difference area’ and another for the ‘same area’. The difference area is the part of
the classification images where the classification maps provided by the three pro-
cessors disagree. Validation statistics over the difference area is perfect to achieve
a relative comparison between processors pointing on strengths and weaknesses
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much sharper than interpreting statistics over an entire image. The same area is the
remaining part of the images where all three classifications give the same result. Va-
lidation statistics over the same area enables to compute the absolute classification
performance of the processors if the number of pixels in the reference map for the
difference and the same area is balanced with regard to the ratio of corresponding
pixels in the entire image. The challenge for validation of SCL is generation of high
quality reference maps which gives the ‘truth’. Generation of the reference maps
for the performed comparison of Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor outputs relies on
visual inspection, supplemented by meteorological data, if available. The following
procedure is repeated for each image of the validation data set.

First, stratified random sampling [19] is applied to the difference mask between
three processors to get the sample points for visual labelling. Stratification serves to
get the sample size balanced between all classes present in the image, thus to gua-
rantee statistical consistency and to avoid exclusion of spatially limited classes from
the validation. Our aim is an amount of 1000 randomly selected samples per image
with the minimum number of 50 samples for the smallest class (for reference please
see following authors: [28, 59, 77, 83] ). Visual inspection by human interpreter
results in labelling of either one pixel only or labelling a polygon drawn around an
adjacent area of pixels of the same class to assign the correct class and create the
reference ("truth") map. All labelled pixels are used to create the reference classi-
fication image typically resulting in an average number of 5000 pixels per scene.
(Figure 3.2)

Visual inspection by the expert human interpreter is supported by:

• Visual checks of the true color image (bands 4, 3, 2),near infrared false color
(bands 8A, 6, 5), and short-wave infrared false color (bands 12, 11, 8A).

• Check of L1C cirrus (band 10) concerning semi-transparent cirrus regions.

• Check of BOA reflectance spectral profiles from Level-2 Sen2Cor products..

• Comparison with imagery archive from GoogleEarthT M.

The created reference classification map is finally compared to the consolidated
classification maps from Fmask, ATCOR, and Sen2Cor and a confusion matrix is
obtained for each classification. Finally classification accuracy statistics is compu-
ted from confusion matrixes. The same procedure is repeated for the same area
to allow computation of absolute classification accuracy statistics of the 3 classifi-
cations. Generation of the reference mask for Cloud Screening and Classification
Validation was performed. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a true color (RGB =
bands 4, 3, 1) composite of scene 19 (Davos) of Table 5.1, a false color composite
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Abbildung 3.2: Schema for Cloud Screening and Classification Validation of
Sen2Cor scene classification (SCL) product over Barrax test-site (Spain), acquired
on May 19, 2017. This example represents various topography (flat and rough) and
land-cover (vegetated, non-vegetated, water), as well as cloud cover dominated by

the cumulus clouds. Top image cubes: single granule; bottom image cubes:
zoomed area.

using RGB (SWIR1, NIR, red) and some typical BOA reflectance spectra of snow,
clouds, clear (vegetation), and water. Obviously, snow/ice and clouds cannot easi-
ly be discerned in the true color image. Therefore, the human interpreter also uses
other band combinations, in this case with band 11 (SWIR1), where snow/ice (co-
lored blue) is clearly recognized. In addition, BOA reflectance spectra are evaluated
for a polygon if a class assignment is not obvious.

The CORINE land cover classification of 2018 is not used instead (or additionally)
to Google Earth for several reasons. Both don’t help for the primary focus of the
classifications investigated which is cloud screening and cloud shadow detection at
the time of satellite acquisition. The comparison of classifications is performed on
a global scale because Sentinel-2 operates globally. CORINE land cover classifica-
tion is restricted to Europe and Google Earth is available globally. CORINE land
cover classification contains 44 classes which is too detailed for this purpose and
the spatial resolution is too low. The S2 true color composite (10 m resolution) cou-
pled with high spatial resolution GoogleEarthT M imagery ensures that the reference
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Abbildung 3.3: Left to right: true color (RGB = 665,560,443nm) composite of
scene ID 19, SWIR1 (RGB = 1600,860,660nm) composite, and example spectra.

classification is of higher spatial quality than the 20 m classification maps with the
three methods. Since the reference and image classification are based on the same
single-date images there is no geolocation error and no temporal change between
reference map and the classified maps. The reference polygons are selected as in-
ternally (spectrally) homogeneous areas in terms of the map classification and the
minimum mapping unit is a 20 m pixel.

The procedure applied for generation of our reference classification map is similar
to the way used to create the references for the Hollstein and PixBox data sets. The
new point is, that we split the validation into creating a reference for the difference
area and another for the same area for comparison of classification tools. Obtai-
ned reference maps are not perfect. The manual labelling includes some amount of
subjectivity. Most of all visual interpretation and labelling of transparent clouds is
challenging. Subjectivity of the method was tested with 4 persons creating a refe-
rence map for the same 2 products. The test revealed quite stable results with 5-6%
differences in overall accuracy (OA) using the reference maps for computation of
classification accuracy statistics. Another limitation of our classification reference
maps comes from the stratified random sampling. The stratification between classes
has to be oriented itself on one classification which was Sen2Cor in our case. If
Sen2Cor classification fails, then the reference map becomes imbalanced. Even if
this is not the case, then the reference maps are not perfectly balanced for the other
classifications and the validation results are little biased.
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Classification accuracy statistics it represented by three parameters calculated from
the error confusion matrix [19, 60, 78]. If the number of classes is n, then the con-
fusion matrix C is a n× n matrix, and the user’s accuracy of class i (percentage of
the area mapped as class i that has reference class i) is defined as

UA(i) = 100 Cii/
n

∑
j=1

C(i, j) j = column number (3.1)

The second parameter is the producer’s accuracy of class i (percentage of the area
of reference class i that is mapped as class i)

PA(i) = 100 Cii/
n

∑
j=1

C( j, i) j = row number (3.2)

The last is the overall accuracy :

OA = 100
∑

n
j=1 C( j, j)

∑
n
i=1 ∑

n
j=1C(i, j)

(3.3)

Another commonly used measure is the kappa coefficient of agreement [19].
Consistent with the recommendations in [60, 80] the use of kappa is strongly
discouraged despite its widespread use, due to its high correlation with the overall
accuracy.

Besides the OA, UA and PA measures a detailed visual inspection supported the
analysis of the confusion within and between classes per processor. Comparison
was performed per processor and class over difference area, including recognition
rates, misclassification rates of particular class as well as its confusion potential
with other classes (the proportion of one mistaken by other class).

3.4 Results
Validation results consist of confusion matrix with the number of correctly classi-
fied pixels in the validation set. Confusion matrix is the basis for computation of
user’s accuracy (UA) and producer’s accuracy (PA) and overall accuracy (OA)
of classification. Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 provide results for absolute validation of
classifications comparable to results present in the literature.Table 3.3 provides a
summary of the UA and PA per class,i.e. the average over all 20 scenes, and Table
3.4 contains the OA per scene. Boldface numbers indicate the method with the
best performance, but if the values differ less than about 1% then two methods are
marked correspondingly.
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Tabelle 3.3: Summary of classification accuracy (percent) for difference area
(F=Fmask, A=ATCOR, S=Sen2Cor; bold face numbers indicate the best

performances).

Class UA (F) UA (A) UA (S) PA (F) PA (A) PA (S)
clear 82.3 67.4 77.5 61.5 68.3 72.2
semi-transp. cloud 74.9 59.3 54.8 2.8 33.5 33.4
cloud 19.2 59.9 48.4 89.2 52.9 64.9
cloud shadow 55.6 70.1 85.9 46.4 53.6 26.3
water 93.5 36.1 70.3 64.3 58.8 75.5
snow/ice 48.8 52.7 57.2 48.6 64.7 79.0
topographic shadows 72.7 11.9 3.6 1.8 2.6 44.9

Tabelle 3.4: Summary of overall accuracy (percent) (F=Fmask, A=ATCOR,
S=Sen2Cor).

OA Difference Area OA Same Area OA Total Area
Scene Location F A S F A S
ID Average (all scenes) 54 59 62 97 79 79 79
1 Antarctic 36 51 56 98.1 81 87 89
2 Argentina, Buenos Aires 89 59 59 98.1 97 93 93
3 Australia, Lake Lefroy 59 49 67 99.6 61 50 68
4 Bolivia, Puerto Siles 90 22 58 99.6 99 95 97
5 China, Dunhuang 56 40 74 97.4 91 89 96
6 Estonia, Tallin 40 71 78 97.9 92 95 97
7 Germany, Berlin 57 76 67 99.9 96 98 97
8 Italy, Etna 32 70 71 99.8 97 98 98
9 Kazakhstan, Balkhash 47 75 45 91.3 88 90 88
10 Mexico, Cancun 44 59 66 98.5 89 92 93
11 Morocco, Quarzazate 73 86 42 99.9 80 90 63
12 Mosambique, Maputo 75 35 45 84.8 84 82 83
13 Netherlands, Amsterdam 38 63 64 95.6 92 93 94
14 Phillipines, Manila 46 69 67 97.5 92 95 94
15 Russia, Sachalin 85 51 63 98.4 94 80 85
16 Russia, Yakutsk 64 49 53 96.5 88 83 85
17 Spain, Barrax-1 25 74 62 98.6 94 97 96
18 Spain, Barrax-2 64 92 90 99.9 66 92 90
19 Switzerland, Davos 16 42 46 97.1 65 81 82
20 USA, Rimrock 50 52 63 99.2 96 96 97
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For space reasons, we cannot present detailed results for each scene. The example
of scene 4 (Bolivia, Puerto Siles) in Figure 3.4 serves as an example to demonstrate
the difference mask validation. The image contains no clouds, but water with dif-
ferent color and sediment, bright soil and burned area. This image is the example
with the smallest difference area resp. opposite the one with the largest agreement
between Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor classifications. This is also underlined with
high absolute OA over complete image of 99%, 95% and 97%. There is only a small
difference between classifications in PA for class clear land with 100%, 94% and
97% representing what is visible in Figure 3.4 – a different amount of burned area is
classified as water. User accuracy of class water for the total image is 99% for both
Fmask and Sen2Cor classifications hiding differences clearly to see in the figure.
Statistics over difference area gives a much more detailed insight into classification
performance. OA over difference area is 90%, 22% and 58% for Fmask, ATCOR
and Sen2Cor. Differences in PA for class clear land are now more highlighted with
values 97%, 18% and 57%. User accuracy of class water for the difference image
now is different between Fmask and Sen2Cor with 74% resp. 80%. Whereas Fmask
identifies 84% of clear pixels in the difference area as clear, ATCOR and Sen2Cor
do it for less than 50% of pixels. ATCOR largely misclassifies burned area as water.
However, this is less critical than misclassification of burned area as topographic
shadows by Sen2Cor. Both clear land and water are valid pixels, free of clouds and
shadows. The problem shown for Sen2Cor with misclassification of clear land as
topographic shadow has its origin in the transformation of Sen2Cor classification
outputs to the consolidated mask. Consolidated class topographic shadow corre-
sponds to Sen2Cor class dark area, which can contain dark features like burned
area, topographic shadows or cast shadows, but also very dark water bodies and
vegetation. Therefore the classification output of Sen2Cor for this example can be
interpreted as much more correct as given by the statistics. A planned update of
class definition of Sen2Cor class dark area to only topographic or cast shadow will
solve this confusion.

To furthermore compare the classification performance of Fmask, ATCOR and
Sen2Cor, details are given for three selected cases: the best and worst case sce-
narios, and an average case.

Figure 4.3 shows the best case (highest accuracy) scenario of all analyzed scenes
from Table 3.4. It is scene number 18 from Spain (Barrax) taken on the 19th of
March 2017 with a zenith angle of 22.0◦ and a azimuth angle of 143.2◦. In Figure
4.4 a subset of scene ID 18 can be found. It nicely illustrates the differences between
Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor. The cloud percentage is strongly overestimated in
Fmask, while ATCOR and Sen2Cor classifications are very similar and close to the
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Abbildung 3.4: Difference area validation on example of scene 4 (Bolivia, Puerto
Siles). Bottom row: Sentinel-2 Scene; top row: zoom of image showing a region

with burned area; From left to right: Natural color composite of bands 2,3,4; false
color composites of bands 8a, 12, 3 helpful for discrimination between dark

classes, vegetation types and clouds; Classification map from Fmask; Classification
output of ATCOR; Classification map from Sen2Cor; Difference area map

reference.

The overall worst case scenario of the 20 scenes analyzed is illustrated in Figure
3.7. This scene from Switzerland (Davos) was acquired on the 4th of April 2019 at
a zenith and azimuth angle of 37.7◦ and 158.5◦, respectively. This scene is difficult
to classify correctly for all the processors due to the high reflectivity of the snow and
complex topography. The snow is often misclassified as cloud, especially in Fmask
hence also the low overall accuracy of 16.4%.

Firgure 3.7 shows a subset of scene ID 19. As in the previous case (scene ID 18 from
Spain) Fmask overestimates the percentage of cloud coverage whereas ATCOR and
Sen2Cor show a more accurate cloud mask. An inspection of a zoom area (see
Fig.3.8) reveals that Sen2Cor sometimes falsely classifies cloud shadows as water.

A scene showing an average case scenario (i.e. no complex topography, small per-
centage of cloud cover and bright objects) for all classification methods is the one
from the USA (Rimrock). It was taken on the 12th of Mai 2018 at a zenith angle of
30.4◦ and an azimuth angle of 153.5◦. Figure 3.9 shows the entire area of the scene
with the three different classification maps, whereas Figure 3.10 only illustrates a
subset of scene ID 20. Most of the scene is clear with some clouds and snow/ice in
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Abbildung 3.5: Top row: true color (RGB = 665,560,443nm) composite of scene
ID 18 (Barrax-2). Bottom row (left to right):Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor

classification maps.

Abbildung 3.6: Top row (left to right): CIR (RGB = 865,665,560nm) composite
and CIR subset of scene ID 18 (Barrax-2). Bottom row (left to right): Fmask,

ATCOR and Sen2Cor classification maps of the subset.

the southern part. Additionally the river is accurately mapped by all processors.

The subset (Figure 3.10) demonstrates the difficulties Sen2Cor faces when distin-
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Abbildung 3.7: Top row: SWIR1/NIR/red composite of scene ID 19 (Davos).
Bottom row (left to right): Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor classification maps.

Abbildung 3.8: Top row (left to right): SWIR1/NIR/red composite and CIR (RGB
= 865,665,560nm) subset of scene ID 19 (Davos). Bottom row (left to right):

Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor classification maps.

guishing between urban areas or bright ground objects and clouds. ATCOR on the
otherhand misinterprets dark water for shadow. But if both classes have about the
same probability, then ATCOR’s preference is shadow.
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Abbildung 3.9: Top row: CIR (RGB = 865,665,560nm) composite of scene ID 20
(USA Rimrock). Bottom row (left to right): Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor

classification maps.

Abbildung 3.10: Top row (left to right): CIR (RGB = 865,665,560nm) composite
and true color (RGB = 665,560,443nm) subset of scene ID 20 (USA Rimrock).
Bottom row (left to right): Fmask, ATCOR, and Sen2Cor classification maps.

As can be taken from Table 3.3, up to 70% of clear pixels were correctly classified
by Sen2Cor, whereas Fmask and ATCOR recognize 61.5% and 68.3% correctly.
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The highest share of clear pixel misclassification was found by clouds for Fmask,
water for ATCOR and topographic shadows for Sen2Cor. Semi-transparent clouds
were recognized up to 33.5% and 33.4% for ATCOR and Sen2Cor, respectively,
while the omitted pixels were mainly distributed between classes clear and clouds
by ATCOR and clear and snow by Sen2Cor. Fmask only classifies 2.8% of semi-
transparent cloud pixels correctly and mostly missclassifies the omitted pixels as
clouds. Fmask performs best for the classification of cloud pixels (89.2%), while
ATCOR and Sen2Cor have a recognition rate of 52.9% and 64.9%, respectively.
The highest share of the cloud omission was found by class clear for Fmask and
Sen2Cor and by class cloud shadows for ATCOR. Cloud shadows have low reco-
gnition rate ( 26.3%) and high confusion with class clear in the case of Sen2Cor.
Fmask and ATCOR have lowest recognition for the class topographic shadows with
a rate of 1.8% and 2.6%, respectively. Sen2Cor performs slightly better with 44.9%.
Their omission is distributed mainly between classes clear and cloud shadows. The
highest recognition rates (and lowest confusion to other classes) were found for
clouds (89.2%) and water (64.3%), clear (68.3%) and snow (64.7%), and water
(75.5%) and snow pixels (79%), for Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor, respectively.
Surprisingly,the proportion of snow pixels being mistaken toward clouds was low
for ATCOR and Sen2Cor (9% and 8%, respectively), whereas Fmask misclassifies
61.6%.

The confusion within and between classes can be additionally illustrated using the
proportion of the individual class omissions (Figure 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13).

Abbildung 3.11: Omission and Commission per Class for clear classes clear land,
water and snow.

Figure 3.11 illustrates spider diagrams for the omission and comission for the clear
classes clear land, water and snow. Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor are represented
by the colors green, blue and orange. Looking at the left upper plot of Figure 3.11,
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it can be noted that Fmask has a large omission of clear land towards clouds. This
is due to dilation. ATCOR has a omission of clear land to water, which is uncritical
for pure cloud masking. Sen2Cor confuses most clear land pixels with topographic
shadows due to the difficulty to correctly classify dark features. In the left lower plot
of Figure 3.11 we see that Sen2Cor and ATCOR have more difficulties with cloud
shadow than Fmask, which on the otherhand, classifies more clear land as water. All
three masking codes show comission of water pixels towards the same direction of
clear land but with different amounts. A similar shape can be seen for the omission
of snow pixels. The comission of snow, on the other hand, is in different directions.
Fmask classifies some cloud shadows as snow, which is uncritical for clear/cloud
mask. ATCOR classifies some cloud shadows as snow and Sen2Cor classifies some
semi-transparent clouds as snow.

Abbildung 3.12: Omission and Commission per Class for cloud classes cloud and
semi-transparent cloud.

Figure 3.12 illustrates spider diagrams for the omission and comission of the classes
cloud and semi-transparent cloud. The upper left image shows that all three mas-
king codes have a omission of cloud pixels towards the class clear. The comission of
cloud is on the other hand different. Fmask shows the largest comission of cloud pi-
xels towards clear, semi-transparent cloud and cloud shadow. Sen2Cor classifies so-
me clear and semi-transparent pixels as cloud and ATCOR shows a slight comission
of semi-transparent pixels towards cloud. For the class semi-transparent cloud, the
largest omission comes from Fmask, which confuses most semi-transparent clouds
as cloud. Fmask and Sen2Cor show a comission of semi-transparent pixels towards
the class clear.

Figure 3.13 illustrates spider diagrams for the omission and comission of the sha-
dow classes cloud shadows and topographic shadows. From the left upper image of
figure 3.13 it can be noted that Fmask has largest omission of cloud shadow towards
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Abbildung 3.13: Omission and Commission per Class for shadow classes cloud
shadows and topographic shadows.

the class cloud. ATCOR and Sen2Cor confuse cloud shadows mostly with clear pi-
xels. All three masking codes show a similar comission of cloud shadows towards
clear pixels. Except for the class definition problem of Sen2Cor for topographic
shadows, the upper and lower right images show good agreement between the pro-
cessors. Sen2Cor shows a large comission of topographic shadow pixels towards
the class clear due to its definition of dark pixels. Fmask classifies few topographic
shadow pixels as clear land and ATCOR and Fmask few topographic shadows as
snow.

3.5 Summary
The performance of three classification methods (Fmask, parallax version), AT-
COR, and Sen2Cor was evaluated on a set of 20 Sentinel-2 scenes covering all
continents, different climates, seasons and environments. The reference maps with
six classes (clear, semi-transparent cloud, cloud, cloud shadow, water, snow/ice)
were created by an experienced human interpreter. The average overall accuracy is
54%, 59%, and 62% for Fmask, ATCOR, and Sen2Cor, respectively. High values
of producer’s accuracy (> 80%) were achieved for cloud and snow/ice, and lower
values for the other classes typically range between 30% and 70%. Future improve-
ments could involve texture measures and convolutional neural networks.
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4 A newly developed algorithm for Cloud Shadow
Detection - TIP Method

This chapter describes the peer reviewed journal paper [90]. It follows the evaluation
performed in Chapter 3 and presents an improved cloud shadow detection algorithm
based on thresholds, indeces and projections.

4.1 Problem Statement
The Earth has an annual cloud coverage of approximately 70% [25]. Such a high
cloud coverage in multi-spectral satellite images, as for example given by Sentinel-
2, can be seen as a negative effect on many remote sensing tasks [76]. This ine-
vitable contamination limits the ability of a continuous observation of a location
on the Earth and degrades the information that can be extracted from a scene [44].
Especially for land applications the amount of scenes with usable data is of high
importance. For example because the timing is important (crop yield estimation) or
because the scene is not free-of-charge and one has to pay for the next acquisition
if the current one contains cloud shadow over the location of interest. The customer
of such applications might be interested to determine the ground properties ([64],
[39],[85], [20]), or use the cloud and cloud shadow free image for geological app-
lications ([82]) and crop monitoring tasks ([76]). Therefore, the correct and exact
masking of clouds and cloud shadows is an important preprocessing step for at-
mospheric correction and also required for the shadow removal of multi-spectral
imagery.

In this chapter the cloud shadow detection is performed on multispectral satellite
images covering the spectrum from the blue to the short-wave infrared 2.2 µm. The
newly presented method can overcome the disadvantages of only being applicable
to one sensor, as is the case for [29], since only specific spectral channels have to
be present (VNIR and SWIR) and does not have to undergo complex multistage
processes as done by [10], [44], [16], [27] and [96].

In this chapter, the PACO atmospheric processor is used. This is the python-based
version of ATCOR. For PACO the input data is in L1C radiances in units of
[mW/(cm2 ∗ sr ∗ µm)]. If the input scene is given in terms of TOA reflectance, it
has to be converted into TOA radiance solving eq. 2.36 for L.

PACO performs the atmospheric correction using the spectral information in all
bands by resampling them to a 20m cube, yielding an image cube of 13 bands with
a size of 5490 x 5490 pixels. This so called "merged cube"will be a Sentinel-2 TOA
cube considered in the rest of this study.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Current PACO shadow masking
PACO performs a pre-classification prior to atmospheric correction, which classi-
fies the pixels of the input data into different classes. This is an important step since
the following atmospheric correction relies on a correct pre-classification. PACO
uses the spectral channels in the visible, near infrared (NIR) and short-wave infra-
red (SWIR). Additionally, empirical thresholds on the TOA reflectance are used to
determine the selection of the pre-classification classes. In PACO, the basic clas-
ses are land, water, snow/ice, cloud (non-cirrus), cirrus cloud, haze, shadow and
topographic shadow.[72]

The class of shadow is currently calculated using spectral and geometric criteria,
whereas the topographic shadows are classified with the digital elevation model
(DEM) and the solar geometry.

So far the cloud shadow masking incorporated in PACO performs very well under
good conditions but fails for Sentinel-2 images that are located in desert regions and
have features such as dunes and bright sand and for scenes mainly covered by thick
ice. In this paper a new cloud shadow masking method for PACO is presented which
will overcome these disadvantages. In a first part, the new TIP method is introduced
(see section 4.2.2). In a second part, the results obtained from the new method are
shown in Section 5.4. For the final part of the paper, the new method implemented
in PACO will be compared with the cloud shadow detection of ATCOR through the
validation done by [91] (see section 4.4).

4.2.2 TIP Method
This study describes the newly developed masking criteria that overcome the draw-
backs of the current cloud shadow masking. The TIP method is named after its step
by step computation of the cloud shadow map. These steps include the evaluation of
Thresholds, Indices and Projections. The exact order of the cloud shadow detection
within the TIP method is listed below and will be explained in detail in the sections
4.2.2 to 4.2.2.

• Threshold selection - (T)

• Difference Index SWIR-NIR (DISN) - (I)

• Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI-green) for water correction - (I)

• Elimination of small isolated pixels or patches and smoothing of borders

• Elimination of shadows not corresponding to the present cloud Projection (P)
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TIP input image and preparation for masking
In this new approach, the RGB bands (RGB = 665,560,443nm) are extracted from
the full spectral TOA reflectance cube (ρ∗). Then the RGB image is re-ordered into
a BGR image (with B = 490 nm being the first band) and the channels are mapped
in the range from 0 up to 255 through linear stretching between the minimum and
maximum range.

TIP masking: Threshold selection
The first step of the shadow masking is the calculation of the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of the BGR channels of the converted input image. These mean and
standard deviations are calculated only including the classes of cloud shadow pixels
and clear pixels. Hence, an accurate threshold selection for the cloud shadow pixels
can be determined from the signal pixel distribution histogram which only includes
the distribution from clear and cloud shadow pixels. In order to perform this step
as accurately as possible, by only evaluating the signal arriving from cloud shadow
pixels and clear pixels, the background, cloud and topographic shadow pixels are
included in a mask and excluded from the calculation.

The mean and standard deviation are calculated for each band (B,G and R) across
all remaining pixels and the threshold is calculated as done in the LAB algorithm
described by [55] but slightly adapted to the Sentinel-2 Multi Spectral Instrument
(MSI), an instrument covering the spectral range from 0.44 µm to 2.2 µm. The
threshold is calculated for a confidence interval of ∼1 σ , hence for 66.67% of the
values lying within this interval. This corresponds to a fraction of 1

3 . The threshold
per channel, i, can be written as follows:

Ti = meani − standard deviation(
i
3
) (4.1)

where i stands for the blue (B), green(G) and red(R) bands.

Now the shadow pixel selection is done for two conditions:

• If the sum of the mean values in the green and red channel is less or equal
to 45, then all the pixels that lie between 0 and 100, 100 and Tred (for the B,
G and R channel, respectively) are selected as shadow pixels and others as
non-shadow pixels.

• Else, all pixels that lie between 0 and Tblue, 255, Tred (for the B, G and R
channel, respectively) are selected as shadow pixels and others as non-shadow
pixels.

The threshold of 100 for the blue and green channel is selected since the values in
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the shadow region are lower, as mentioned by [55]. To not loose any cloud shadows
in scenes with a lot of water bodies, a threshold of 45 for the sum of the mean values
in the green and red channel was determined.

After profound evaluations Sentinel-2 scenes it was clear that most cloud shadows
lie below the threshold of 100, and bright pixels, such as cloud pixels, lie above
the threshold of 100. The threshold selection alone does not give satisfying results.
Dark vegetation and water pixels are typical examples of miss-classified pixels if
no additional processing steps are included. Hence in the next sections, further fine
tuning steps have been implemented to improve the shadow map.

TIP masking: DISN for dark vegetation correction
In order to avoid the miss-classification of dark vegetation pixels, a new spectral
index is presented for the cloud shadow detection. This index is defined as the dif-

ference deshadowing index SWIR-NIR (DISN). The two bands were chosen since
healthy vegetation shows a high reflectance in the NIR spectrum and dark areas,
that might be due to cloud shadows, show a high reflectance in the SWIR spectrum
[8].

The spectral index calculation for the shadow map is evaluated and created through
trials with multiple scenes that will be discussed in section 5.4. The best result was
obtained when calculating the difference of the TOA reflectance, ρ∗, between a
SWIR2 band around 2200 nm and a NIR band around 860 nm. (See equation 4.2)

DISN = ρ
∗
SWIR2 −ρ

∗
NIR (4.2)

Once the DISN has been computed for the original image, the peak of the histogram
of the DISN is evaluated. With this peak, a threshold is defined as follows:

thresholdDISN = peakDISN + |peakDISN ∗0.30| (4.3)

Now all shadow pixels defined in 4.2.2 that satisfy DISN < thresholdDISN , are
omitted from the shadow mask and classified as non-shadow pixels. It can happen
that there is more than one peak in the histogram of the DISN. If this case applies,
then the lower peak is selected for computation.

TIP masking: NDWI-green for water correction
For the water pixel detection and elimination, the histogram of the green normalized
difference water index (NDWIgreen) is used. The NDWI allows to differentiate water
from dry land. Water bodies are known to have a low reflectance and strong absorp-
tion in the NIR wavelength range. The green band has a relatively high reflectance
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for water bodies compared to the reflectance from cloud shadows [48]. Hence the
NDWI uses the infra-red and green bands of remote sensing images [7]. The NDWI
green is given as [17]:

NDWIgreen =
ρ∗

green −ρ∗
NIR

ρ∗
green +ρ∗

NIR
(4.4)

For each scene, a pixel distribution of the NDWIgreen is made. All pixels of the
scene are included in the NDWIgreen computation. The distribution of this index is
expected to be divided into two populations with two peaks. The pixels with the
values around the first peak (low NDWI) include the shadow pixels and the pixels
with a NDWIgreen value around the second peak (higher NDWI) are water pixels.
Hence, this makes it possible to differentiate between dark water pixels and shadow
pixels. The value of the valley to the right of the main peak is detected and all pixels
with a NDWIgreen value above this valley are omitted from the cloud shadow pixels
and assumed to be part of the water classification.

If more then two peaks are present, the differentiation between water and shadows
is done using the valley to the right of the main peak.

Examples of the water pixel elimination can be found in section 4.3.2.

TIP masking: small isolated pixels or patches and smoothing of borders
This fine tuning step of the shadow masking removes all dark fields, vegetation or
dark pixels that are too small to be part of a cloud shadow.

This is done by using the current shadow map and splitting it into separate patches
("labels") [42]. The size of each patch is calculated, so that the number of shadow
pixels contained in each patch is known. Only patches that contain an area larger
than 100x100 m, corresponding to 25 pixels at 20 m of Sentinel-2, are selected as
shadows and the rest is excluded from the shadow map. Finally the shadow map
is smoothed for the final cloud shadow border pixel correction. The smoothing is
performed by selecting 5 pixels into each direction around the cloud shadow pixels
to be smoothed.

TIP masking: Cloud Projection
In order to remove the rest of the shadows that are wrongly classified as cloud
shadows, the cloud projection is evaluated for each classified cloud shadow pixel.
If the projected cloud belongs to a cloud pixel or to a pixel outside of the scene,
then the shadow is considered as cloud shadow. The rest of the shadow pixels are
excluded from the cloud shadow mask.

As shown by [84], the orthographic position of the cloud and the cloud shadow can
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be expressed through geometric equations which include the cloud height, H, the
satellite view zenith and azimuth angles, θv and φv, respectively, and the sun zenith
and azimuth angles, θs and φs, respectively.

Since the cloud projection step in the TIP method calculates the cloud projection pi-
xel for each detected cloud shadow pixel the equations given by [84] are rearranged
for the corresponding cloud projection pixel on the scene (see equation 4.5).

xpro jection = Xshadow −H ∗ (tan(θv)sin(φv)− tan(θs)sin(φs))

ypro jection = Yshadow −H ∗ (tan(θv)cos(φv)− tan(θs)cos(φs))
(4.5)

As recently shown by [40], the direction of the cloud shadow can be given by the
apparent solar azimuth, φa.

To fully estimate the correct location of the cloud with respect to the cloud shadow,
the distance, d, between the pixel of the cloud shadow and the cloud projection
on the image plane has to be calculated. For the distance estimation, the sun and
viewing angles and the cloud height are needed [40].

The apparent solar azimuth and the distance, d, are calculated for all currently esti-
mated cloud shadow pixels and the mean is evaluated. In order to get the distance
for the x and y coordinates of the cloud shadow pixel, dx and dy are calculated as
follows (equation 4.6):

dx = sin(φa)∗dmean

dy = cos(φa)∗dmean
(4.6)

For the final location of the cloud pixel with respect to the estimated cloud shadow
the distance is added to each cloud shadow pixel (see equation 4.7).

X f inal = xpro jection +
dx

H

Yf inal = ypro jection +
dy

H

(4.7)

The estimation of the correct cloud height, H, is done with an iterative approach,
since the cloud altitude is unknown. The cloud projection is calculated over a range
of cloud altitudes (from 0.5 to 10 km) and stops, when the projected cloud shadow
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Tabelle 4.1: Sentinel-2 level L1C test scenes. Information on scene climate, main
surface cover, rural/urban. (SZA = Solar Zenith Angle)

Scene Location Date Tile SZA Desert Ice/Snow Nonveg Veg Water Mountains Rural Urban

1 Africa, Gobabeb 2019/03/06 T33KWP 32.5◦ X X X
2 Antarctic 2018/01/26 T34DFH 58.8◦ X X X
3 France, Arcachon 2017/11/15 T30TXQ 63.9◦ X X X X X
4 France 2016/01/16 T31TFJ 66.8◦ X X X X X X
5 Morocco, Quarzazate 2018/08/30 T29RPQ 27.2◦ X X X X
6 Netherlands, Amsterdam 2018/09/13 T31UFU 49.7◦ X X X X

pixels have its maximum match with the cloud and/or cirrus mask given by PACO.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Data and Material for training set
To test the new TIP cloud shadow masking on a set of data, six Sentinel-2 (S2)
scenes are chosen. A list of the investigated Sentinel-2 A and B scenes is given in
Table 5.1. The scenes were selected to cover different regions of Europe, Africa
and Antarctica. Hence, the very different desert, ice and continental climates are
investigated. They represent flat and mountainous sites with cloud cover from 3% to
80% and include the presence of cumulus, thin and thick cirrus clouds. Additionally,
the scenes represent different land cover types such as desert, urban, cropland, grass,
forest, wetlands, sand and coastal areas. The range of solar zenith angles is from 27◦

to 67◦. Only the results of 3 scenes (Gobabeb, Arcachon, Barrax-2) are shown in
section 4.3.2 as examples.

4.3.2 Masking Sequence of TIP Method
This section will present the results of the TIP method explained in section 4.2.2.
Figure 4.1 shows the results of the cloud shadow masking of the TIP Method on
the Gobabeb scene. The left image shows the cloud shadow mask provided by the
current ATCOR masking algorithm. The middle image shows the cloud shadow
mask obtained through the TIP method. The image on the right of Figure 4.1 shows
the original Gobabeb scene which was stretched into the RGB=665/560/490 nm
bands for better optical comparison. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the TIP method
does improve the cloud shadow masking in the desert scene. The cloud shadows
present in the right lower corner are not detected by ATCOR but detected with the
TIP method. Furthermore, ATCOR faces some difficulties in the top part of the
cloud shadow mask. This can be seen in form of stripes and will lead to multiple
misclassified pixels.

To demonstrate the importance of the TIP method masking step that corrects for
misclassified water pixels using the NDWI-green threshold as mentioned in section
4.2.2, a Sentinel-2 scene from Arcachon is used. This scene acquired on the 15
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Abbildung 4.1: Gobabeb shadow map. Left: cloud shadow map of ATCOR;
Middle: TIP cloud shadow map; Right: Gobabeb RGB=665/560/490 nm with

linear histogram stretching.

Abbildung 4.2: Arcachon Scene analysis of the NDWI. The left image represents
the original TOA radiance image. The figure in the middle represents the shadow
mask before the water correction. The figure on the right represents the shadow

mask after the water correction.

November 2017 is located on the seaside and has a lot of water bodies (see Figure
4.2).

The left image of Figure 4.2 shows the true color image of the Scene. The middle
image represents the shadow mask before the water correction and the right image
the shadow mask after the water correction. All major water bodies seen in yellow
in the middle image of Figure 4.2, not excluded previously, are excluded from the
shadow map.

4.4 Validation of Results

4.4.1 Validation Statistic
In order to quantitatively validate the results obtained from the TIP method, the
validation done by [91] was used, where twenty Sentinel-2 scenes are processed
with three different mono-temporal masking codes. These masking codes are Func-

tion of mask (Fmask FORCE version 3.0), ATCOR (version 9.3.0) and Sen2Cor
(version 2.8.0). The scenes were were selected to cover all continents in order to
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represent different climates, seasons and weather conditions. This enables to cover
a wide range of land cover types (desert, urban, cropland, grass, forest, wetlands,
sand, coastal areas, glaciers). The range of solar zenith angles is from 18◦ to 62◦.
No solar zenith angle above 70◦ was chosen since ATCOR and Sen2Cor have this
angle as the upper limit. This is due to extreme BRDF effects for angles above this
limit and the Scenes are mostly covered by shadows from buildings, trees, etc. Fur-
thermore, the validation aims for an amount of 1000 randomly selected samples per
image with minimum number of 50 samples for the smallest class ([28], [60], [78],
[83]).

The validation in this section compares the performance obtained by the ATCOR
algorithm in [91] with the newest masking code of PACO (revision 1432) which
includes the TIP method for the cloud shadow class.

The reference data obtained has been slightly changed since more pixels were va-
lidated than in the comparison performed by [91]. Therefore, the exact same vali-
dation steps were performed and the statistic was repeated for the ATCOR masking
algorithm. The results consist of a confusion matrix with the number of correctly
classified pixels in the validation set. This confusion matrix enables the computati-
on of the user accuracy (UA), producer accuracy (PA) and overall accuracy (OA)
of classification.

User, Producer and Overall accuracy
The UA for a specific class gives the percentage of the area mapped as this class that
has reference of the class. The PA of a specific class gives the percentage of the area
of the reference class that is mapped as this class. The OA of a specific class is the
total amount of correctly classified pixel of this class divided by the total amount
of reference pixel of this same class ([19], [79]). Hence, the UA and PA are the
important accuracies to fully understand the statistic. The OA will not add any new
statistical information if UA and PA are known. Hence, one can claim that the OA
will partially hide the lack of accuracies present in the UA or PA.

4.4.2 Sentinel-2 Validation Results
Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 provide the results for absolute validation of classifications
of the ATCOR and PACO masking algorithms, comparable to the results presented
in [91].

A masking algorithm which will satisfy not only the producer but also the user will
aim to obtain high values in both, PA and UA. Such an algorithm produces a clas-
sification map that detects as many pixels of each class as possible but misclassifies
as few pixels as possible per class.
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Tabelle 4.2: Summary of classification accuracy (percent) for difference area (
A=ATCOR, P=PACO; bold face numbers indicate the best performances).

Class UA (A) UA (P) PA (A) PA (P)
clear 74.6 75.7 67.1 80.4
semi-transp. cloud 61.1 53.8 35.8 38.8
cloud 62.2 80.5 67.4 47.6
cloud shadow 69.0 57.3 64.9 75.3
water 48.2 91.5 82.3 81.3
snow/ice 60.5 51.4 67.2 66.9
topographic shadows 32.0 20.6 1.2 2.4

Table 4.2 provides a summary of the UA and PA per class, i.e. the average over all 20
scenes. If we concentrate our error matrix in Table 4.2 on the classification of cloud
shadows we can make following conclusion for the classification done by PACO:
The cloud shadow classification is 75.3% accurate. This high value could lead a
producer to conclude that this classified Sentinel-2 image is sufficiently accurate for
his needs. However, a user will be disappointed to find that only 57.3% of the image
identified as cloud shadows on the classification map are actually cloud shadows.
Hence, 75.3% of the cloud shadows has been correctly identified as such, but only
57.3% of those areas identified as cloud shadows are actually cloud shadows while
42.7% of those areas identified as cloud shadows belong to another class.

It can be noted that Table 4.3 is divided into three sections. The top sections contains
the OA of the class cloud shadow of all the scenes for each masking algorithm.
The middle sections contains the OA of the class cloud shadow per scene for each
masking algorithm and for the scenes where cloud shadows are present. The bottom
section of Table 4.3 shows the false positive percentage for the scenes that do not
contain any cloud shadow. For this type of scenes the statistics references have been
changed and, since no cloud pixels are expected, the accuracy of the false positives
is evaluated: 100.0% means that no pixels are wrongly classified as cloud shadows.
Depending on the misclassified pixels, the OA will deviate from 100.0%. Boldface
numbers indicate the method with the best performance. Overall, PACO gives the
highest OA over all scenes with 76.6%. Following PACO is ATCOR with an OA of
70.4%. Hence, PACO has improved the ATCOR results in cloud shadows.

Only the scenes of Mexico and Antarctica show worse results of PACO compared
to ATCOR. This is due to the lack of correct cloud and water maps.

Table 4.4 shows the UA and PA of the cloud shadows for each scene and for ATCOR
(A) and PACO (P) respectively. The Table shows, that PACO performs best for the
PA of the class cloud shadow and has a high OA since the values for the UA perform
better than ATCOR in many cases. ATCOR has high UA for the class cloud shadow
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Tabelle 4.3: Summary of cloud shadow class overall accuracy (percent)
(A=ATCOR, P=PACO; bold face numbers indicate the best performances).

OA Difference Area
Scene Location A P
ID Average (all scenes) 70.4 76.6
1 Antarctic 0 0
6 Estonia, Tallin 85.0 84.5
8 Italy, Etna 63.5 83.5
9 Kazakhstan, Balkhash 57.5 78.5
10 Mexico, Cancun 64.5 42.5
11 Morocco, Quarzazate 91.5 94.5
12 Mosambique, Maputo 7.5 46.5
13 Netherlands, Amsterdam 65.0 76.0
14 Phillipines, Manila 66.0 71.0
16 Russia, Yakutsk 73.0 88.0
17 Spain, Barrax-1 67.0 78.5
18 Spain, Barrax-2 76.0 87.5
19 Switzerland, Davos 52.5 55.5
20 USA, Rimrock 48.5 67.5
2 Argentina, Buenos Aires 99.8 93.7
3 Australia, Lake Lefroy 100.0 100.0
4 Bolivia, Puerto Siles 99.8 98.4
5 China, Dunhuang 92.3 92.4
7 Germany, Berlin 99.7 94.0
15 Russia, Sachalin 99.2 99.2
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Tabelle 4.4: Summary of cloud shadow class user and producer accuracy (percent)
( A=ATCOR, P=PACO; bold face numbers indicate the best performances).

Scene Location UA(A) UA(P) PA(A) PA(P)

annotated
cloud shadow

pixels
1 Antarctic 0 0 0 0 35
6 Estonia, Tallin 93.0 87.0 77.0 82.0 1415
8 Italy, Etna 88.0 80.0 39.0 87.0 1446
9 Kazakhstan, Balkhash 76.0 93.0 39.0 64.0 809
10 Mexico, Cancun 91.0 60.0 38.0 25.0 755
11 Morocco, Quarzazate 88.0 93.0 95.0 96.0 32318
12 Mosambique, Maputo 4.0 3.0 11.0 90.0 82
13 Netherlands, Amsterdam 77.0 68.0 53.0 84.0 857
14 Phillipines, Manila 74.0 58.0 58.0 84.0 1076
16 Russia, Yakutsk 80.0 96.0 66.0 80.0 958
17 Spain, Barrax-1 87.0 93.0 47.0 64.0 1592
18 Spain, Barrax-2 73.0 86.0 79.0 89.0 25115
19 Switzerland, Davos 61.0 62.0 44.0 49.0 2561
20 USA, Rimrock 45.0 69.0 52.0 66.0 847
2 Argentina, Buenos Aires 99.6 87.4 100.0 100.0 0
3 Australia, Lake Lefroy 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0
4 Bolivia, Puerto Siles 99.5 96.8 100.0 100.0 0
5 China, Dunhuang 84.6 84.8 100.0 100.0 0
7 Germany, Berlin 99.3 88.1 100.0 100.0 0
15 Russia, Sachalin 98.3 98.5 100.0 100.0 0
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Abbildung 4.3: Top row: true color (RGB = 665,560,443nm) composite of scene
ID 18 (Barrax-2). Bottom row (left to right):ATCOR and PACO classification

maps (with clear (brown), cloud (grey), water (blue), shadow (black) and cirrus
cloud (yellow) pixels).

but lower PA than PACO in all scenes apart from Mexico. The right column of
Table 4.4 furthermore indicates the amount of cloud shadow pixels that have been
annotated in the reference data. The scenes that do not contain any cloud shadows
are listed in a separate section within Table 4.4. In this section, the UA and PA for
the false positive pixels of the class cloud shadows is shown. It can be seen that only
for the UA of all masking algorithm, pixels are wrongly classified as cloud shadows
and hence the accuracy deviates from 100.0%.

To furthermore compare the classification performance of ATCOR and PACO the
classification maps for a specific scene and a subset taken from that scene are shown
in Figure 4.3 and 4.4. Figure 4.3 shows scene number 18 from Spain (Barrax) ta-
ken on the 19th of March 2017 with a zenith angle of 22.0◦ and a azimuth angle
of 143.2◦. In Figure 4.4 a subset of scene ID 18 can be found. It nicely illustrates
the improvements that the TIP method adds to PACO with respect to the current
ATCOR version. It also demonstrates, where each of the different algorithms lies
its focus on. While ATCOR shows a very high PA in the cloud mask, PACO has the
highest PA for the cloud shadows. This is due to high importance of the TIP method
to reach high PA in the class cloud shadow for further cloud shadow removal. AT-
COR, on the other hand, focuses more on a high UA for cloud shadows and hence
does not classify cloud shadow very closely to the cloud shadow borders. PACO is
designed to classify all the border pixels as cloud shadows.
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Abbildung 4.4: Top row (left to right): CIR (RGB = 865,665,560nm) composite
and CIR subset of scene ID 18 (Barrax-2). Bottom row (left to right): ATCOR and
PACO classification maps of the subset (with clear (brown), cloud (grey), shadow

(black) and cirrus cloud (yellow)).

The confusion within and between classes can be illustrated in spider diagrams
using the proportion of the individual class omissions for the difference area (Figure
4.5). The difference area is the part of the classification images where the classifi-
cation maps provided by ATCOR and PACO disagree. Validation statistics over the
difference area gives a good comparison between the strengths and weaknesses of
each processor [91].

Figure 4.5 illustrates spider diagrams for the omission and commission for diffe-
rence area of the classes clear and cloud shadows.

From the left upper image of figure 4.5 it can be noted that ATCOR has the highest
omission of clear pixels towards water pixels. PACO has omission of clear pixels
toward cloud shadows. This is due to the higher PA of PACO of cloud shadows. Due
to PACO wanting to classify as many cloud shadow pixels also from the shadow
border the PA is higher than its UA. This can also be seen in the lower left image of
4.5 where PACO has commission of clear pixels towards cloud shadows.

Furthermore, the difference of the UA and PA between ATCOR and PACO can be
seen in the two images on the right of 4.5. The top right image shows that ATCOR
has a higher omission of cloud shadow pixel towards clear pixels. This corresponds
to its higher UA. The bottom right image shows that PACO has higher commission
of cloud shadow pixels toward clear pixels which on the other hand corresponds
to its higher PA. PACO has therefore a less conservative cloud shadow mask than
ATCOR. This is due to PACO wanting to reach high values in PA in order to pro-
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Abbildung 4.5: Omission and commission per Class for difference area for the
classes clear and cloud shadows. PACO is represented in the color green and

ATCOR in the color blue.

ceed with a shadow removal process. ATCOR, as proven by the omission of cloud
shadow pixels, has a more conservative cloud shadow map. Hence, it has a lower
PA value and will not be able to detect all cloud shadow pixels around the border of
the shadow.

4.5 Summary
A newly developed cloud shadow masking method, called TIP, which has been tes-
ted in the PACO masking algorithm was proposed. Cloud shadows of multispectral
satellite images covering the spectrum 0.44 µm to 2.2 µm are found through the
steps including the evaluation of thresholds, indices and projections. This method
is intended to improve the PA of the class cloud shadow of the current ATCOR
and PACO masking algorithms, because it is oriented to be the previous step to a
deshadowing method. Furthermore the performance of the class cloud shadows of
the improved PACO version was statistically compared with ATCOR for S2 scenes.
The overall accuracy of the class cloud shadow is 70.4% and 76.6% for ATCOR
and PACO, respectively. Hence, the newly developed TIP method for cloud sha-
dows has improved the current cloud shadow mask. The TIP method encounters
limitations for scenes where the cloud and water maps are wrongly classified prior
to the cloud shadow detection. Future improvements could involve the fine tuning
of the cloud and water masks which will improve the results of the TIP method
for cloud shadows. Additionally, the TIP method can not be fully implemented for
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VNIR sensors like DESIS [13] but is applicable for VNIR-SWIR sensors such as
EnMAP [35], PRISMA [9] and Landsat-8 [49], -9 [51].
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5 Cloud shadow removal for high spatial resolution
optical satellite data

This chapter describes the final part of the dissertation. After the comparison of
masking algorithms (Chapter 3) and the evaluation of a new cloud shadow detec-
tion algorithm (Chapter 4), an improved cloud shadow removal algorithm for high
spatial resolution optical satellite data is presented. This chapter describes the sub-
mitted peer reviewed journal paper [89].

5.1 Problem Statement
For optical remote sensing of the Earth’s surface, clouds and their shadows ha-
ve always been a major disadvantage, since a lot of remote sensing applications
are impacted by their presence. These applications involve, for example, radiation,
image classification, the calculation of surface reflectance or land surface tempera-
ture, vegetation indices, etc. [84] [76]

The annual cloud coverage of the Earth lies around approximately 70% [25]. The-
refore it is inevitable to get a continuous cloud and cloud shadow free observation
of a specific location on Earth and the information that can be extracted from a sce-
ne will have a high percentage of degradation [44]. This means, that scientists will
have to find ways to work around or with the presence of clouds and cloud shadows.
This is especially crucial for land applications for which the amount of usable data
per scene and specific timing is of high importance, for example for crop yield esti-
mation [50]. Furthermore, the use of cloud and cloud shadow free images enable to
determine ground properties of the Earth’s surface ([64], [39],[85], [20]) and facili-
tate crop monitoring tasks ([76]). Even geological applications ([82]) are disturbed
if clouds and their shadows cover parts of high spatial resolution optical satellite
data. This proves how important it is nowadays to have a correct and exact masking
of clouds and cloud shadows as preprocessing step for atmospheric correction and
shadow removal of multi-spectral imagery. Hence, in the past years, more and mo-
re cloud and cloud shadow detection and removal approaches have been developed
([47],[53],[26],[65],[43],[32],[81],[22]) and used to enable various applications.

In order to undergo a cloud shadow removal algorithm, the cloud and their shadows
have to be detected and mapped. The detection of clouds can be done by studying
each satellite scene separately by using a mono-temporal approach ([95],[96],[11],
[46], [38], [15], [92], [56]) or through a multi-temporal methodology ([74], [36])
and hence studying a time series of images. For the detection of the correct location
and geometry of a cloud shadow, the direction of observation is crucial since they
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represent projections of clouds in an image [84]. In this paper, a mono-temporal
cloud shadow detection approach is used as preprocessing step for cloud shadow
removal, called TIP method [90].

Due to remotely sensed optical imagery of the Earth’s surface being contaminated
by cloud and cloud shadows, the surface information underneath a cloud covered
region cannot be retrieved with optical sensors. The surface information underneath
a cloud shadow, on the other hand, can be retrieved since the ground reflected solar
radiance is a small non-zero signal. Now the total radiation signal that is measured
at the sensor is composed out of a direct beam and a diffuse, reflected skylight
component. This means, that even if there is no direct solar beam arriving at the
sensor from the shadow region, there will still be some information arriving from
the reflected diffuse flux. [72]

The proposed shadow removal method works with this knowledge and uses the esti-
mate of the fraction of direct solar irradiance for a fully or partially shadowed pixel
as basis for the removal algorithm. The aim is to provide an improved cloud sha-
dow removal algorithm based on the current version of the Matched Filter proposed
by ATCOR [72]. As opposed to the IDL ATCOR algorithm, the new cloud shadow
removal algorithm is implemented into the Python-based Atmospheric Correction
(PACO) software.

In this chapter, the Multispectral Instruments (MSIs) of the Copernicus Sentinel-2
satellites are used [2]. The MSIs are sensors on-board of the satellite, which allow
free access to the data and a high revisit time [40]. Furthermore, the PACO atmo-
spheric processor is used. This is the python-based version of ATCOR. For PACO
the input data is in L1C radiances in units of [mW/(cm2 ∗ sr ∗ µm)]. If the input
scene is given in terms of TOA reflectance, it has to be converted into TOA radian-
ce. PACO performs the atmospheric correction using the spectral information in all
bands by resampling them to a 20m cube, yielding an image cube of 13 bands with
a size of 5490 x 5490 pixels. This so called "merged cube"will be a Sentinel-2 TOA
cube considered in the rest of this study.

5.2 Basic Concept of atmospheric correction

5.2.1 Radiation components and surface reflectance
The radiation signal in the solar region (0.35-2.5 µm) arriving at the sensor is due
to four different components ([69], [70]):

• Path radiance: from photons that did not have contact with the ground and are
scattered into the field-of-view of the sensor
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Abbildung 5.1: Radiation components arriving at the sensor. The path radiance is
represented by component number 1. The ground reflected radiation is represented

by component number 2. The reflected radiation from the surrounding is
represented by component number 3. The reflected terrain radiance is represented

by component number 4.

• Ground reflected radiation from a pixel: the fraction of the diffuse and direct
solar radiation incident on the pixel that is getting reflected from the surface

• Reflected radiation from the surrounding: the fraction of the solar radiation
reflected from the neighborhood and scattered by the air volume into the field-
of-view of the sensor. This radiation is also called adjacency radiation.

• Reflected terrain radiance from opposite mountains

Figure 5.1 shows the four different components arriving at the sensor. For a full
evaluation of the radiation component in rugged terrain, please refer to [70] and
section 6.2 in [72].

From the four components, only the reflected radiation from a pixel contains the
necessary information about the viewed pixel. Hence, in atmospheric correction,
it is important to remove the other components and to retrieve the correct ground
reflectance from the pixel of interest.

If we now combine all four components of the radiation to get the total radiation
arriving at the sensor we can write:

L = Lpath +Lground +Lad j +Lterrain (5.1)
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5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Previous Method: Matched Filter
MF Method: surface reflectance and covariance matrix
Deshadowing is the compensation process which uses an estimate of the fraction of
direct solar irradiance for a fully or partially shadowed pixel.

The MF method needs at least one channel in visible and at least one spectral band in
the NIR. The bands used in the MF are: blue, green, red, NIR, SWIR1 and SWIR2,
if existing.

The method starts with the calculation of the surface reflectance image cube, ρ . The
surface reflectance, ρ , is computed with the assumption of fully solar illumination,
excluding water and clouds. Then the covariance matrix, C(ρ), is calculated where
ρ represents the surface reflectance vector of the three selected bands (see equation
5.2).

VMF =
C−1(ρt −ρ)

(ρt −ρ)TC−1(ρt −ρ)
(5.2)

The MF vector, VMF , is tuned to a certain target reflectance spectrum, ρt , to be
detected. ρ is the scene-average spectrum without water and cloud pixels. For the
shadow target, a target reflectance spectrum of ρt = 0 is selected which will give
the simplified version of the shadow MF vector, Vsh, as follows ([12]):

Vsh =− C−1ρ

ρ
TC−1ρ

(5.3)

MF Method: unscaled shadow function
The MF shadow vector, Vsh, can be applied to the non-water and non-cloud part of
the scene to give the un-normalized values, Φ, also called unscaled shadow function.
Φ gives a relation measure of the fractional direct illumination (see equation 5.4).

Φ(x,y) =V T
sh(ρ(x,y)−ρ) (5.4)

MF Method: rescaling and scaled shadow function
The MF calculates a minimum RMS shadow target abundance for the entire scene.
The values of Φ can be both, positive and negative. Therefore, Φ is rescaled into the
physical range from 0 (full shadow) to 1 (full direct illumination). The histogram of
the unscaled shadow function is used for rescaling and an illustration can be found
in Figure 3 of [71].
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The first peak of the histogram of Φ, Φ2, represents the shadow pixels. On the other
hand, the highest peak of the histogram, φmax, represents the fully illuminated areas.

The rescaling of Φ is done by linear mapping of the Φ values from the unscaled
interval (Φmin, Φmax) onto the physically scaled interval (0,1). Hence, the scaled
shadow function, Φ∗, is calculated as follows:

Φ
∗ =

Φ−Φmin

Φmax −Φmin
if Φ ≤ Φmax

Φ = 1 if Φ > Φmax

(5.5)

The scaling and normalizing of the MF vector into the (0,1) interval is based on the
assignment of:

• min and max direct sun fraction in the shadow regions (amin and amax; the
defaults are amin = 0.20 and amax = 0.95)

• corresponding shadow thresholds Φmin and Φmax obtained from the normali-
zed histogram of Φ

The normalized and scaled shadow function is given as:

Φn = amin +
(Φ−Φmin)(amax −amin)

Φmax −Φmin
(5.6)

MF Method: iteration
The potential shadow pixels are those which satisfy φn < 1, but as can be seen from
equation 5.6, the value strongly depends on Φmax. Therefore, an iterative strategy
is applied and the exact steps of the ATCOR MF iteration method can be found in
[71].

Deshadowing reflectance equation
The scaled shadow function, Φn, represents the fraction of the direct illumination
for each pixel in the surface reflectance vector, ρ . The MF method tries to find
the core shadows and then subsequently expands these core regions. This enables
a smooth shadow to clear transition. The scaled shadow function is only applied to
the pixels in the final mask. The core shadow mask is defined by the pixels with
Φ(x,y)< ΦT .

The final deshadowing is performed by multiplying the direct illumination, Edir,
with the pixel-dependent Φn. This reduces the direct solar term and increases the
brightness of a shadow pixel, since it is located in the denominator of the deshado-
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wing equation (see equation 5.7).

ρi(x,y) =
π(d2(c0(i)+ c1(i)DNi(x,y))−Lp,i)

τi(Edir,iΦn(x,y)+Edi f ,i)
(5.7)

5.3.2 Proposed Method: Cloud Shadow removal MF Method
with new additions

The proposed cloud shadow removal algorithm was created for data acquired by
satellite/airborne sensors in multispectral and hyperspectral imagery. It is computed
in order to create a fully automated shadow removal algorithm and based on the
main concept of the MF method ([72], [71]).

The MF method was first implemented from the IDL ATCOR version into the
python-based PACO software. The new cloud shadow removal algorithm incorpo-
rates the main equations from the MF method used by the ATCOR deshadowing
algorithm after [72]. To improve the results, additions have been added and are pro-
posed in this paper.

Figure 5.2 shows a flow chart of the eight main steps performed during the new
cloud shadow removal algorithm.

The first step of the new method is the calculation of the surface reflectance for the
bands required to perform the MF evaluation (blue, green, red, NIR, SWIR1 and
SWIR2 if available). Constant atmospheric conditions, a standard atmosphere and
a fixed visibility are assumed. Hence, the default of the visibility is set to 30 km
which corresponds to an aerosol optical thickness at 550 nm of 0.32 for sea level.

The new additions are the cloud shadow map from the TIP method developed in
[90] and a newly defined iteration over the scaled minimum shadow function, amin.

The TIP cloud shadow detection is based on thresholds, indices and projections
and has been able to improve the results of the previous ATCOR cloud shadow map
calculation. The detailed evaluation of the TIP cloud shadow map calculation can be
found in [90]. Having included a better cloud shadow map will improve the results
of the shadow removal algorithm.

The second newly implemented addition is performed within the computation of the
matched filter vector Φ. The normalization of Φ into the physical range between 0
and 1 is evaluated with the minimum and maximum direct sun fraction in the cloud
shadow area, amin and amax, and their corresponding shadow thresholds Φmin and
Φmax. Φmin and Φmax are obtained from the normalized histogram of Φ. The default
values of amax is set to 0.95 and, as opposed to the previous method, the starting
default value of amin is set to 0.01. Then the normalized scaled shadow function is
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Abbildung 5.2: Flow Chart of the 8 main steps of the proposed cloud shadow
removal method.
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calculated using equation 5.6.

The proposed iteration calculates the mean reflectance of all shadow pixels (Φsh)
and all sun-lit pixels (Φsun) for all bands, j, and terminates when the overall absolute
difference of these two values, ∑D( j), is less than the difference of the previous
iteration, ∑D( j)previous (see equation 5.8).

∑D( j) = abs(Φsh( j)−Φsun( j))< ∑D( j)previous (5.8)

When this limit is reached, then the two signals are as closely as possible. If the con-
dition is not reached for amin in the range 0.01-0.3, then the iteration stops and takes
the upper limit of amin=0.3 as default value. The iteration condition is performed for
the total reflectance, hence taking into account all bands.

The final calculation of the reflectance is done using equation 5.7 with the corre-
sponding scaled shadow function.

5.4 Results
The results of the deshadowing algorithm presented in this paper are first shown
through three selected scenes from the data set where a visual and spectral compari-
son is performed (see section 5.4.2). Additionally, a metric quantitative comparison
for all evaluated scenes is shown and discussed in section 5.5.

5.4.1 Data and Material for training set
To test the new cloud shadow removal method on a set of data, twenty-five Sentinel-
2 (S2) scenes are chosen. A list of the investigated Sentinel-2 A and B scenes is
given in Table 5.1. The scenes were selected to cover a wide variety of regions over
the entire globe (see Figure 5.3). This enables to validate the shadow removal algo-
rithm for different continents, climates, seasons, weather conditions and land cover
classes. Furthermore, they have been selected to represent flat and mountainous si-
tes with a cloud cover from 3% to 80% and they include the presence of cumulus,
thin and thick cirrus clouds. The land cover types represented are: desert, urban,
cropland, grass, forest, wetlands, sand and coastal areas. The range of solar zenith
angles is from 27◦ to 67◦.

5.4.2 Cloud shadow removal Results
In the following section, three scenes (scene ID 18,16 and 10 from Table 5.1) are
chosen to show the results of the cloud shadow removal algorithm. For each scene,
the deshadowing results are given for a subset in order to better evaluate the results
spectrally and visually. In each subset a clear pixel and a shadow pixel are selected
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Tabelle 5.1: Sentinel-2 level L1C test scenes. Information on scene climate, main
surface cover, rural/urban. (SZA = Solar Zenith Angle)

Scene Location Date Tile SZA Desert Ice/Snow Nonveg Veg Water Mountains Rural Urban

1 Africa, Gobabeb 2019/03/06 T33KWP 32.5◦ X X X
2 Africa, Namibia ◦ X X X
3 Antarctic-1 2019/02/03 T21EVK 54.9◦ X X X
4 Argentina, Buenos Aires 2018/08/27 T21HUC 51.5◦ X X X
5 Australia, Lake Lefroy 2018/08/19 T51JUF 51.5◦ X
6 Bolivia, Puerto Siles 2018/09/06 T19LHF 30.6◦ X X X
7 China, Dunhuang 2018/01/22 T46TFK 62.3◦ X X X
8 France, Arcachon-1 2017/11/15 T30TXQ 63.9◦ X X X X X
9 France, Arcachon-2 2017/02/18 ◦

10 France-3 2016/01/16 T31TFJ 66.8◦ X X X X X X
11 Estonia, Tallin 2018/07/14 T35VLG 39.0◦ X X X
12 Germany, Berlin 2018/05/04 T33UUU 38.0◦ X X X X X
13 Italy, Etna 2017/03/09 T33UUU 45.1◦ X X X X
14 Kazakhstan, Balkhash 2018/07/30 T43TFM 30.7◦ X X X
15 Mexico, Cancun 2018/05/27 T16QDJ 18.4◦ X X X
16 Morocco, Quarzazate 2018/08/30 T29RPQ 27.2◦ X X X X
17 Mosambique, Maputo 2018/07/13 T36JVS 54.4◦ X X X
18 Netherlands, Amsterdam 2018/09/13 T31UFU 49.7◦ X X X X
19 Philipines, Manila 2018/03/19 T51PTS 27.4◦ X X X
20 Russia, Sachalin 2018/05/09 T54UVC 35.5◦ X X X
21 Russia, Yakutsk 2017/08/08 T52VEP 45.9◦ X X X
22 Spain, Barrax-1 2017/05/09 T30SWH 24.1◦ X X X
23 Spain, Barrax-2 2017/05/19 T30SWH 22.0◦ X X X
24 Switzerland, Davos 2019/04/17 T32TNS 37.7◦ X X X X X
25 USA, Rimrock 2018/05/12 T11TMM 30.4◦ X X X X

Abbildung 5.3: Geographical distribution of the Sentinel-2 selected test sites.
Black crosses represent the exact location of the test sites.
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which are located close by and represent the same ground properties. The visual and
spectral comparison is done between the original scene, the new presented cloud
shadow removal algorithm from PACO and the cloud shadow removal algorithm as
given by ATCOR.

Netherlands, Amsterdam (Scene ID 18)
Figure 5.4 shows the first scene results to be analyzed in this paper. It is scene
number 18 of Table 5.1, located in Amsterdam, Netherlands, and taken on the 13th
of September 2018 with a zenith angle of 49.7◦. In order to show the visual results
of the deshadowing algorithm, a subset from scene ID 18 was chosen. The exact
location of the subset is shown in the top row of Figure 5.4. The left image of Figure
5.4 represents the original Amsterdam scene stretched into the RGB=665/560/490
nm bands for better optical comparison. The right image shows the chosen subset.

To compare the new method visually with the previous version, Figure 5.4 provides
the subset from the original scene and the two deshadowed subsets from PACO
(new version) and ATCOR (old version) in the middle row, respectively. For each
subset the same zoom is provided (see Figure 5.4 bottom row). In this image zoom,
a clear pixel and a cloud shadow pixel are chosen. In order to not only provide visual
results, the spectra of the clear pixel, the cloud shadow pixel, the PACO deshadowed
cloud shadow pixel and the ATCOR deshadowed cloud shadow pixel are presented
in Figure 5.5.

The black curve of Figure 5.5 represents the reflectance spectrum obtained from the
cloud shadow pixel without correction. The pink curve represents the chosen clear
pixel close by. The orange curve represents the reflectance spectrum of the cloud
shadow pixel after deshadowing with the new PACO version. Finally the blue curve
represents the cloud shadow pixel after being deshadowed with ATCOR. As can be
seen from Figure 5.5 both methods nicely deshadow the cloud shadow pixel and get
very close to the true clear pixel reflectance spectrum. ATCOR slightly overshoots
the compensation whereas the new PACO method closely follows the pink curve
but slightly lower.

Morocco, Quarzazate (Scene ID 16)
In order to prove the promising results of the cloud shadow removal algorithm pre-
sented in this paper, a second scene is illustrated in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.6 shows
scene number 16 located in Quarzazate, Morocco. The scene was taken on the 30th
of August and has a zenith angle of 27.2◦. The top left image of Figure 5.6 shows
the RGB=665/560/490 nm true color composite of Quarzazate and the top right
image the chosen subset from this scene.

The same evaluation as done in Section 5.4.2 for scene ID 18 is performed on the
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Abbildung 5.4: Top row (left): Amsterdam (Netherlands) RGB=665/560/490 nm
with equalization stretching. Top row (right): subset of scene ID 18 with
equalization stretching. Middle row (left to right): Subset of Amsterdam

(Netherlands) RGB=665/560/490 nm with equalization stretching; PACO
deshadowed subset of Amsterdam with equalization stretching; ATCOR

deshadowed subset of Amsterdam with equalization stretching. Bottom row (left to
right): zoom of subset of Amsterdam (Netherlands) RGB=665/560/490 nm with

equalization stretching (white cross = cloud shadow pixel; pink cross = clear
pixel); zoom of PACO deshadowed subset of Amsterdam with equalization

stretching (orange cross = PACO deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; pink cross =
clear pixel); zoom of ATCOR deshadowed subset of Amsterdam with equalization

stretching (blue cross = ATCOR deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; pink cross =
clear pixel).
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Abbildung 5.5: Spectral profile of scene ID 18 (Amsterdam). Orange = PACO
deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; Blue = ATCOR deshadowed cloud shadow pixel;

Black = original cloud shadow pixel spectrum; Pink = clear pixel spectrum.

Morocco example. Figure 5.6 shows the scene subsets of the original, PACO desha-
dowed and ATCOR deshadowed scene in the middle row and a zoom of the subset
in the bottom row.

In Figure 5.7 the reflectance spectra for the clear and cloud shadow pixel of the
original scene, the PACO deshadowed scene and the ATCOR deshadowed scene are
given. The reflectance spectra again show how the ATCOR deshadowing algorithm
rather overcompensates the cloud shadow pixel whereas the PACO deshadowing
algorithm follows the reflectance spectrum of the clear pixel very nicely for low
wavelengths and then slowly becomes smaller.

France (Scene ID 10)
As a final example, scene ID 10 is chosen. It represents a scene from France taken
on the 16th January 2016 and has a zenith angle of 66.8◦. The top row of Figure 5.8
shows on the left the original scene stretched into the RGB=665/560/490 nm bands
for better optical comparison and the chosen subset on the right. For this example,
two image zooms of the subset were taken.

As performed in sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.2, Figure 5.8 and 5.10 show the scene subsets
of the original, PACO deshadowed and ATCOR deshadowed scene in the middle
row and the first zoom of the subset in the bottom row. In Figure 5.9 the reflectance
spectra for the clear and cloud shadow pixel of the original scene, the PACO des-
hadowed scene and the ATCOR deshadowed scene are given for zoom number 1.
As can be seen from the visual zoom in Figure 5.8 and the reflectance spectra given
in Figure 5.9, ATCOR is not able to deshadow this area of the cloud shadow. The
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Abbildung 5.6: Top row (left): Quarzazate (Morocco) RGB=665/560/490 nm true
color composite. Top row (right): RGB=665/560/490 nm true color composite

subset of scene ID 16. Middle row (left to right): Subset of Quarzazate (Morocco)
RGB=665/560/490 nm true color composite; PACO deshadowed subset of

Quarzazate; ATCOR deshadowed subset of Quarzazate. Bottom row (left to right):
zoom of subset of Quarzazate (Morocco) RGB=665/560/490 nm true color

composite (white cross = cloud shadow pixel; pink cross = clear pixel); zoom of
PACO deshadowed subset of Quarzazate (orange cross = PACO deshadowed cloud

shadow pixel; pink cross = clear pixel); zoom of ATCOR deshadowed subset of
Quarzazate (blue cross = ATCOR deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; pink cross =

clear pixel).
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Abbildung 5.7: Spectral profile of scene ID 16 (Quarzazate). Orange = PACO
deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; Blue = ATCOR deshadowed cloud shadow pixel;

Black = original cloud shadow pixel spectrum; Pink = clear pixel spectrum.

new version on the other hand performs similar to the previous examples and nicely
recovers most of the reflectance spectrum.

Figure 5.10 shows the scene subsets of the original, PACO deshadowed and ATCOR
deshadowed scene in the middle row and the second zoom of the subset in the bot-
tom row. In Figure 5.11 the reflectance spectra for the clear and cloud shadow pixel
of the original scene, the PACO deshadowed scene and the ATCOR deshadowed
scene are given for zoom number 2. In this example of France, ATCOR performs
better visually as seen in Figure 5.11 but looking at the reflectance spectras, the new
deshadowing algorithm gives better results.

5.5 Validation of Data Set
In order to evaluate the data set, a metric for the comparison of the surface reflec-
tance retrieval without deshadowing and the deshadowed reflectance is calculated.
This metric is represented by the relative ratio of the mean reflectance vectors over
all spectral bands with deshadowing and without deshadowing. Hence, the mean
reflectance of all the clear pixels is divided by the mean reflectance of all cloud
shadow pixels. For perfect deshadowing, the value of the relative ratio should lie as
close as possible to the perfect value of +1. Depending on the disagreement between
clear pixels and cloud shadow pixels, the relative ratio will deviate from +1.

The computation is done with the following three steps and is performed for each
scene and for PACO and ATCOR:

• calculation of the relative ratio R1: ratio of the mean reflectance vector of the
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Abbildung 5.8: Top row (left): France RGB=665/560/490 nm with equalization
stretching. Top row (right): subset of scene ID 10 with equalization stretching.

Middle row (left to right): Subset 1 of France RGB=665/560/490 nm with
equalization stretching; PACO deshadowed subset 1 of France with equalization
stretching; ATCOR deshadowed subset 1 of France with equalization stretching.

Bottom row (left to right): zoom of subset 1 of France RGB=665/560/490 nm with
equalization stretching (white cross = cloud shadow pixel; pink cross = clear

pixel); zoom of PACO deshadowed subset 1 of France with equalization stretching
(orange cross = PACO deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; pink cross = clear pixel);

zoom of ATCOR deshadowed subset 1 of France with equalization stretching (blue
cross = ATCOR deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; pink cross = clear pixel).
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Abbildung 5.9: Spectral profile of scene ID 10 (France). Orange = PACO
deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; Blue = ATCOR deshadowed cloud shadow pixel;

Black = original cloud shadow pixel spectrum; Pink = clear pixel spectrum.

clear scene pixels with atmospheric correction versus the mean reflectance of
the shadow pixels but without deshadowing

• calculation of the relative ratio R2 for PACO and ATCOR: ratio of the mean
reflectance vector of the clear scene pixels versus the mean reflectance of the
shadow pixels after deshadowing

• comparison of R1 and R2 (see Table 5.2)

For an improvement in the reflectance vector after deshadowing, the relative ratio
R2 should be closer to the value +1 than the relative ratio R1. Table 5.2 gives the
values of R1 and R2 for each scene. R2 was evaluated for the new method, PACO,
and for the previous ATCOR method. The bold face numbers of Table 5.2 indicate
the correlation coefficient with a value closest to +1 and hence with the best corre-
lation. No cloud shadows are present in scene ID 5 and 15, hence no values for R1
and R2 are obtained.

As can be deduced from Table 5.2, all of the relative ratios are improved by the
deshadowing algorithm for PACO apart from the case of scene ID 8. The best per-
formance of PACO is obtained with scene ID 1 located in Gobabeb (Africa) with
a value of R2=0.999. The worst performance of PACO is obtained with scene ID
23 located in Barrax (Spain) with a value of R2=0.596. This is due to the value of
R1 for this scene to be the worst outlier and hence represents a hard scene to be
deshadowed.
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Abbildung 5.10: Top row (left): France RGB=665/560/490 nm with equalization
stretching. Top row (right): subset of scene ID 10 with equalization stretching.

Middle row (left to right): Subset 2 of France RGB=665/560/490 nm with
equalization stretching; PACO deshadowed subset 2 of France with equalization
stretching; ATCOR deshadowed subset 2 of France with equalization stretching.

Bottom row (left to right): zoom of subset 2 of France RGB=665/560/490 nm with
equalization stretching (white cross = cloud shadow pixel; pink cross = clear

pixel); zoom of PACO deshadowed subset 2 of France with equalization stretching
(orange cross = PACO deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; pink cross = clear pixel);

zoom of ATCOR deshadowed subset 2 of France with equalization stretching (blue
cross = ATCOR deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; pink cross = clear pixel).
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Tabelle 5.2: Sentinel-2 level L1C test scenes. Information on the relative ratio
between the clear and shadow pixels with (R2) and without (R1) deshadowing.

Bold face numbers indicate the best performance.

Scene Location R1 R2 (PACO) R2 (ATCOR)

1 Africa, Gobabeb 2.310 0.999 0.705
2 Africa, Namibia 1.136 0.995 1.175
3 Antarctic 0.469 1.245 1.582
4 Argentina, Buenos Aires 1.991 0.938 1.219
5 Australia, Lake Lefroy - - -
6 Bolivia, Puerto Siles 0.926 1.016 0.979
7 China, Dunhuang 1.105 1.040 1.064
8 France, Arcachon-1 1.161 0.694 -
9 France, Arcachon-2 0.829 0.911 -
10 France-3 3.826 1.124 2.495
11 Estonia, Tallin 1.663 0.614 -
12 Germany, Berlin 1.350 0.689 -
13 Italy, Etna 3.895 0.586 2.945
14 Kazakhstan, Balkhash 1.312 0.875 1.435
15 Mexico, Cancun - - -
16 Morocco, Quarzazate 1.560 0.924 1.530
17 Mosambique, Maputo 1.072 0.967 -
18 Netherlands, Amsterdam 2.939 0.825 2.131
19 Philipines, Manila 1.699 0.635 1.756
20 Russia, Sachalin 1.278 1.083 1.229
21 Russia, Yakutsk 3.074 1.59 1.608
22 Spain, Barrax-1 2.886 0.983 1.621
23 Spain, Barrax-2 12.434 0.596 1.651
24 Switzerland, Davos 3.446 1.175 1.523
25 USA, Rimrock 2.968 0.976 1.632
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Abbildung 5.11: Spectral profile of scene ID 10 (France). Orange = PACO
deshadowed cloud shadow pixel; Blue = ATCOR deshadowed cloud shadow pixel;

Black = original cloud shadow pixel spectrum; Pink = clear pixel spectrum.

For the case of scene ID 8 located in Arcachon (France) a relative ratio close to +1
for R1 is obtained, since the scene is covered by a film of haze. Hence, the overall
scene appears brighter in the reflectance spectrum, even the shadows. This results
in a ratio of R1 close to +1. When the deshadowing is done for a cloud shadow with
a bit of haze on top, the corrected deshadowed image does not have a film of haze
covering the deshadowed area. Hence the reflectance spectrum of this cloud shadow
will appear lower. This has as a consequence, that the value of R2 is a bit less than
the value of R1.

In the case of the deshadowing algorithm in ATCOR, no values were obtained for
the scenes 8, 9, 11, 12 and 17. For these scenes, the MF deshadowing was turned
off during the atmospheric correction due to not enough pixels present or due to a
problem in the matrix inversion. To summarize this section, it can be seen, that the
PACO deshadowing algorithm with the TIP cloud shadow masking and its additions
to the MF method highly improves the deshadowing of the Sentinel-2 data.

5.6 Summary
An improved cloud shadow removal algorithm for high spatial resolution optical sa-
tellite data was presented. It is based on the Matched Filter method with the addition
of an improved cloud shadow masking and an iterative process for the final reflec-
tance value calculation. Through visual and spectral inspection it was shown, that
the new method improves the previous de-shadowing algorithm. This was further-
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more presented through an evaluation of the relative ratio between the reflectance
of clear and cloud shadow pixel and showed promising values for the new method.
Future work will have to include the new cloud shadow detection improvements of
the TIP method and the evaluation of the cloud shadow border correction.
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6 Discussion and Conclusion

6.1 Masking Algorithms for Sentinel-2 Imagery
The correct classification of satellite imagery is a crucial preprocessing step for at-
mospheric correction. Three masking algorithms (Fmask, ATCOR and Sen2Cor)
were evaluated and compared with one another on a set of 20 Sentinel-2 scenes.
These scenes were selected to cover all continents, different climates, seasons and
environments in order to make the comparison as variable as possible. The masking
outputs of all three algorithms was set to a common set of 8 classes. The common
features of the three codes on a spectral point of view are the spectral threshold of
the top of atmosphere reflectance, the band ratios, the normalized difference vege-
tation index and the normalized difference snow index. Furthermore, all have cloud
masks and geometric criteria to calculate cloud shadows. The differences of the
three masking algorithms are the differently set thresholds and the different criteria
to define potential shadows. It is to note as well that the buffering of cloud is diffe-
rent. This was especially noticeable for the Fmask processor version, which has a
very present cloud buffer.

High overall accuracies for all 3 masking codes were obtained but each code provi-
des the user with advantages and disadvantages.

ATCOR has a robust classification. An accurate cloud mask over urban, arid and
desert area. An accurate water mask where it has a shadow preference when clas-
sifying the shadows over water. And finally, it has an adequate shadow mask. The
disadvantages are that it has a rather conservative mask of water cloud. So it un-
derestimates the clouds over water. And it has a conservative cloud shadow mask,
so underestimates the cloud shadows. Sen2Cor has a robust classification for all
scenes. The cloud mask is accurate in many cases where the scene has a medium
brightness. On the other hand, the cloud mask fails in urban areas and in arid or
desert areas, where it cannot distinguish between bright ground object and cloud.
The cloud shadow mask also consistently underestimates the shadow. These crite-
ria will be corrected in the next update of Sen2Cor. Fmask dilates the cloud mask
which increases the accuracy of clear pixels. It is adequate in desert and arid regi-
ons. Furthermore, Fmask has a high user accuracy for semitransparent cloud, water
and topographic shadow. On the other hand, urban structures are usually classified
as cloud. Strange circular or elliptical blobs of the cloud mask appear due to the
expanded cloud buffer. And lastly it classifies bright water as snow or ice and often
misclassifies snow/ ice as cloud.

Since the reference and classified maps are based on the same dataset, i.e., a perfect
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match of geometry and acquisition time, the main uncertainty of the reference map
classification is the use of a human interpreter [60]. Experiences with similar ex-
periments using several human analysts report an average interpretation variability
of ∼5-7% [96, 61] for cloud masks. In order to reduce the influence of the inter-
preter a reference polygon should have homogeneous BOA reflectance properties
per class, i.e., heterogeneous areas with mixed pixels are excluded [78]. The area
homogeneity can be checked visually per band and it also shows if pixel spectra of
a polygon have a large dispersion, e.g. for cloud border regions or snow areas below
semi-transparent cloud. Although the variability within a polygon should be small,
large differences can exist between different polygons of the same class, e.g. in case
of different cloud types or fresh and polluted snow.

Table 3.3 presents the class-specific user’s accuracy (UA) and producer’s accuracy

(PA) for the three methods averaged over the 20 scenes. High PA values are on-
ly achieved for the classes cloud (Fmask) and snow/ice (Sen2Cor) indicating how
difficult a classification is for all other classes. The low values for semi-transparent
cloud are most likely caused by the interpreter and his visual assessment which does
not agree with the selected physical criterion (0.01 < ρ(TOA,1.38 µm) < 0.04) of
the three methods. Another known classification problem concerns the distinction
of water and cloud shadow if no external maps are included. Both classes can be
spectrally very similar. Additionally, there can be cloud shadow over water, but sin-
ce a pixel can only belong to one class in our evaluation, the setting of the preference
rule adds another uncertainty.

Nevertheless, a comparison with S2 classification results obtained by the standard
Fmask [95] (applied to seven scenes) demonstrates that all three methods yield bet-
ter overall accuracies than presented in reference [95] (Fig. 6). This is even more
remarkable because our approach uses six classes instead of four, and an increase
of the number of classes tends to decrease the overall accuracy. Table 3.3 allows a
selection of the best method depending on location and cloud cover:

• Fmask can best be applied for scenes in moderate climate, excluding arid and
desert regions as well as areas with a large snow/ice coverage.

• ATCOR can best be applied for urban (bright surfaces), arid and desert scenes.

• Sen2Cor can best be applied for rural scenes in moderate climate, and also in
scenes with snow and cloud.

Again, a reminder is needed: the Fmask results shown here pertain to the Fmask
parallax version [30], not the available standard version [95]. Furthermore, Sen2Cor
uses an additional external ESACCI-LC data package, which improves the classi-
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fication accuracy over water, urban and bare areas and enables a better handling of
false detection of snow pixels [5]. Therefore, Sen2Cor profits of a certain advantage
compared to Fmask and ATCOR. During this investigation we also found out that
the performance of Fmask (parallax version) can be improved if the current cloud
buffer size of 300 m is reduced to 100 m. The performance of Sen2Cor (version
2.8.0) can be slightly improved with an additional cloud buffer of 100 m (instead of
no buffer), whereas an additional 100 m cloud buffer is almost of no influence on
the ATCOR performance.

To sum up, we can say that the overall accuracy is very high for all 3 masking codes
and near together and the balanced OA is equal. ATCOR finds most valid pixels,
has the highest PA and lowest UA for valid pixels. Sen2Cor finds less valid pixels
due to its class definition of dark area. Fmask finds least valid pixels due to dilation
of cloud mask. Opposite has Fmask lowest cloud omission and clear comission.

Therefore it can be concluded that all of the methods have their advantages and
disadvantages and it is up to the user to see what the important criteria are that they
want to classify.

6.2 Cloud Shadow Detection
Due to the high contamination of satellite data by clouds and their shadows, a new
developed algorithm for cloud shadow detection was presented and tested in the
PACO masking algorithm. The TIP method only relies on the evaluation of thres-
holds, indices and projections and can be applicable to more than one sensor due
to its advantage of only depending on the spectral channels. Hence, cloud shadows
of multispectral satellite images covering the spectrum of 0.44 µm to 2.2 µm are
found. The presented TIP method in Chapter 4 was able to improve current results
by 6%.

Remotely sensed optical images have a lot more details to be accounted for and
need a lot more fine tuning than in computer vision applications. The LAB method
alone as done by [55] might be a good method for simple close-range images taken
by a RGB camera. However, it is not possible to adapt the LAB color scale to detect
shadows in a Sentinel-2 satellite image. Nevertheless, the threshold selections im-
plemented in the TIP method have opened new doors for the shadow detection. The
presented TIP method adapts thresholds based on histogram analysis and introdu-
ces new spectral criteria to improve the shadow mask. Furthermore it incorporates
projection methods for the cloud shadows which has so far only been used for the
detection of clouds.

To compare how the cloud shadow detection of the TIP method incorporated in
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PACO differentiates from other masking algorithms, the analysis done by [91] has
been performed once again to include the PACO masking algorithm next ATCOR.
This validation done by human eye has to be seen as a first guidance for a solid
comparison between different algorithms. Furthermore, each algorithm has a diffe-
rent focus for the user and producer accuracy. The cloud shadow mask from the TIP
method included in PACO is designed to detect as many cloud shadows as realistic
in order to perform a subsequent cloud shadow correction. This is also the reason
why the PA (75.3%) is much higher than the UA (57.3%) (see Table 4.2). A lower
UA has as a consequence, that clear pixels close to the border of the cloud shadows
will be deshadowed in shadow removal algorithms following the shadow masking.
On the other hand, Sen2Cor, as evaluated by [91], shows the highest UA for the
class cloud shadow of 81.0%, since it is set to obtain as few false positive pixels
as possible and has therefore a more conservative cloud shadow masking. But this
happens at the expenses of the PA percentage which is lower than the PA of PACO.

Another criterion which differs between masking algorithms is when multiple clas-
ses lie on top of each other. For example if cloud shadows are over water, then the
pixels are identified as water for PACO. This is because the priority in PACO is that
water bodies are correctly identified and not excluded if parts of it are covered by
shadows. Hence, the TIP method excludes all water pixels before starting the cloud
shadow calculation. This has also the consequence, that if a water body is wrongly
classified in the steps prior to the TIP masking, then cloud shadows might be wron-
gly excluded from the final cloud shadow mask. This was the case of scene number
10 from Mexico taken on the 27th of May 2018. Not all cloud shadows have been
detected by the TIP method due to wrong cloud and water classification.

Another critical scenario for all cloud shadow masking algorithms is when the sen-
sor incidence angle is very low. The scene of Antarctica is such a case. Here the
incidence angle of the sensor is 4.9◦, close to nadir. Due to the low incidence angle,
the scene appears very dark in regions where no snow and clouds are present. But
since the scene has a lot of ice and clouds, these areas appear very bright with re-
spect to areas where no ice or clouds are present. PACO has difficulties to determine
the clouds that lie above the ice. Hence, due to the cloud projection step present in
the TIP method, the shadows from the clouds above the ice gets removed from the
cloud shadow map. A correct classification of clouds is important for the cloud sha-
dow detection within the TIP method. A wrong cloud mask will lead to errors in the
cloud shadow detection.

Furthermore, one has to note that the TIP method can be used for VNIR-SWIR
sensors such as EnMAP [35], PRISMA [9], Landsat-8 [49] and -9 [51], but for
VNIR sensors, such as for example the DESIS sensor [13],the method can only
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be implemented partially. In the case of DESIS, the DISN correction explained in
section 2.2.3 will have to be excluded.

The newly presented TIP method overcomes the disadvantage of only being applica-
ble to one sensor, as is the case of Fmask4P which is only applicable for Sentinel-2
[29]. Fmask5, on the other hand, can be applied to Landsats 4-8 and Sentinel-2 [95].
The newly presented method only needs the presence of specific spectral channels
(VNIR and SWIR) and can be applied to hyperspectral sensors such as PRISMA [9]
and EnMAP [35]. Furthermore, the TIP method does not have to undergo complex
multistage processes as is currently done in most state-of-the-art methods ([10],
[44], [16], [27], [96]). Additionally, the method combines the advantages of multi-
ple spectral indices that can be used for the detection of cloud shadows.

Even though the TIP method has only been tested for Sentinel-2 scenes with a geo-
metric resolution of 20m, it can be assumed to work for Landsat-8 which has a
resolution of 30m, since Fmask5 [95] works without any issues for Landsat-8 and
Sentinel-2. One has to note, that for Sensors with ground sampling distance of 1-5m
additional problems will arise even when all VNIR and SWIR channels are present.
Hence, more research will have to be done in the future in order to be able to include
such sensors.

6.3 Claud Shadow Removal
This new method to evaluate cloud shadows was furthermore included into the sha-
dow removal algorithm presented in Chapter 5. It was shown that including the
TIP method and an iterative process for the final reflectance value calculation to the
Matched Filter method improved the results of the cloud shadow removal algorithm.

The improved deshadowing algorithm implemented in the python atmospheric cor-
rection (PACO) has shown very promising results and was able to improve the pre-
vious Matched Filter version implemented in ATCOR through its additions. Rela-
tive ratios close to the value of +1 are reached as shown in Table 5.2 with a range
between 0.596 and 1.245 with deshadowing, R2 (PACO), and 0.469 and 12.434 wi-
thout deshadowing, R1. The high values that are reached without going through the
cloud shadow removal algorithm can be explained by the presence of haze covering
the scene (scene ID 8) or when the scene has a lot of water bodies which are part
of the clear pixels (scene ID 17). The cloud shadow removal algorithm performed
within PACO is done without any atmospheric correction on the haze particles. This
is one additional step that can be taken into account to further improve the deshado-
wing algorithm. Hence, to fully correct the scene for the visibility and then perform
the cloud shadow removal.
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The visual and spectral comparison with the deshadowing results obtained through
PACO and ATCOR are able to show the achieved improvements, but also the weak-
nesses that will have to be changed in the future work. One of the weaknesses of
the presented cloud shadow removal algorithm is the correction at the borders of the
shadows. The visual results show, that ATCOR is able to better correct for the transi-
tion region between shadow pixels and clear pixels. Nevertheless, better results are
obtained overall for PACO and this is also proven by the reflectance spectra shown.

The advantages of the deshadowing method presented in this paper are that it is
performed through a fully automatic algorithm which is based on the Matched Filter
Method, the TIP cloud shadow masking and a iterative process of the scaled shadow
function. It works for multispectral and hyperspectral imagery over land acquired
by satellite/airborne sensors. Since the deshadowing algorithm relies on the TIP
method after [90] it must be noted that it is applicable for VNIR-SWIR sensors
such as EnMAP [35], PRISMA [9], Landsat-8 [49] and Landsat-9 [51], but for
VNIR sensors, such as for example the DESIS sensor [13],the method can only be
implemented partially.

So far the new deshadowing algorithm has been tested for Sentinel-2 scenes having
a geometric resolution of 20m. Nevertheless, it can be assumed, that the method
will perform similar for Landsat-8, having a resolution of 30m. For Sensors with
a ground sampling distance less than 5m additional problems will arise, due to the
TIP method still having to perform test for these cases.

6.4 Future Work
Even though the proposed and described methods presented show promising results,
further research could add additional improvements, for instance:

• Texture measures and convolutional neural networks

• Fine tuning of the cloud and water masks in order to improve the results of
the TIP method

• Further evaluation and smoothing of the pixels around cloud shadow borders
to get even more accurate results of the cloud shadow map

• Testing all results with more sensors such as for example Landsat-8 [49] and
EnMAP [35]
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